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NON LEFT-ORDERABILITY OF LATTICES IN HIGHER
RANK SEMI-SIMPLE LIE GROUPS
BERTRAND DEROIN AND SEBASTIAN HURTADO
Abstract. We prove that an irreducible lattice in a real semi-simple
Lie group of real rank at least two and finite center is not left-orderable.
1. Introduction
1.1. Overview. A group Γ is said to be left-orderable if it has a total
order < which is invariant by left multiplication, i.e. ∀f, g, h ∈ Γ, f <
g implies hf < hg. For a countable group, this is well-known to be equivalent
to the existence of an injective group homomorphism from Γ to the group
of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the real line Homeo+(R), see
e.g. [38]. Left orderable groups appear naturally in different branches of
mathematics including group theory, low dimensional topology, dynamical
systems and foliation theory.
Well known examples of groups which are left-orderable are torsion-free
abelian and nilpotent groups, free non-abelian groups and fundamental
groups of closed surfaces. Other examples are right angled Artin groups
(RAAGs), braid groups, mapping class groups of orientable surfaces with
boundary (fixing the boundary) and Thompson’s group F .
Many other groups are known to not be left-orderable. For example, any
left-orderable group is torsion free and in particular finite groups are not
left-orderable. Also, random groups in the Gromov density model are not
left-orderable, [53]. The group SL(n,Z) and its finite index subgroups were
shown to be not left-orderable by Witte-Morris [57].
We consider here the question of the left-orderability of a lattice of a real
semi-simple Lie group is a left-orderable group.
We begin with a brief discussion of what is known in the case where G has
real rank one and trivial center (in this case, G is the group of isometries of
a symmetric space S with strictly negative curvature). When S is the hy-
perbolic space (G = SO0(n, 1), n ≥ 2) we have the following: When n = 2,
every torsion free lattice is left-orderable being either a surface group or free.
When n = 3, there is an interesting conjecture of Boyer-Gordon-Watson [15]
relating the left-orderability of the fundamental group of a closed 3-manifold
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(more precisely a rational homology 3-sphere) and its Heeggard-Floer ho-
mology; if the manifold is hyperbolic, its fundamental group is virtually
left-orderable, by Agol’s solution of the virtual Haken conjecture [1]. For
n > 3, the picture is not well-understood yet but there are examples of
closed hyperbolic manifold with left-orderable fundamental group known in
every dimension; namely the standard arithmetic manifolds, see e.g. [6].
For complex hyperbolic space (G = PU(n, 1), n > 1) much less is known,
a recent example of Agol-Stover of a lattice in PU(2, 1) which is RFRS (See
[2][Sec. 2]) is an example of a left-orderable lattice in PU(2, 1) because
RFRS groups are locally indicable and locally indicable groups are left-
orderable, as far as we know, this is the only known example of a left-
orderable lattice in complex hyperbolic space. For quaternionic hyperbolic
space (G = Sp(n, 1)) and the Cayley plane (G = F−204 ), no examples are
known, this is related to a well known question in the theory of left-orderable
groups asking whether there exists a left-orderable group with Kazhdan’s
Property (T ).
Our main result is about left-orderability of lattices in a semi-simple Lie
group of real rank greater or equal to two (this is equivalent to the symmetric
space S containing an isometric copy of R2). Examples of such Lie groups
are SL(n,R), n ≥ 3, SO(n,m), n,m > 1, and SL(2,R) × SL(2,R) among
many others.
Irreducible lattices in higher rank Lie groups are known to have many
rigidity properties, a key example of this fact is Margulis super-rigidity [48],
which roughly says that any linear representation of a lattice comes from
a linear representation of the Lie group itself, and constitutes the main
tool to prove arithmeticity of lattices. Another example is the Zimmer
program, which is a series of conjectures by Robert Zimmer in the late
80’s attempting to generalize Margulis super-rigidity to a non-linear setting.
The program vaguely says that any smooth action of a higher rank lattice
in a smooth manifold comes from algebraic actions (linear representations,
boundary actions, among others) up to some minor modifications and com-
binations (Blowing up orbits, gluing, etc.) See [32] and [61] for more precise
statements and the history of the program.
Zimmer’s program might be even true if one drops the smoothness as-
sumption and consider only topological actions (by C0 homeomorphisms)
on manifolds and in that category the simplest question is about under-
standing actions in the line, which is asking about the left-orderability of
higher rank lattices. One should warn the reader that topological actions
are much more difficult to deal with than smooth actions and in higher di-
mensions any progress seems quite difficult to achieve. For example, it is
not known whether there exists a topological action of the p-adic integers
Zp in R4 (this is a case of the Hilbert-Smith conjecture).
In this work, we give a complete classification of left-orders or circular
left-orders on irreducible lattices in semi-simple Lie groups of higher rank
and correspondingly, of all the possible topological actions of the group on
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the line and on the circle. This completes works and solve conjectures of
Ghys [37] and Witte-Morris [57, 58], see the survey [59].
1.2. Statement of results. Two actions φ1, φ2 : Γ → Homeo
+(R) are
said to be semi-conjugate if there exists a proper continuous non-decreasing
function f : R→ R such that for every γ ∈ Γ, f ◦ φ1(γ) = φ2(γ) ◦ f .
We denote by ˜SL(2,R) the universal covering of the real Lie group SL(2,R).
There is a standard action ˜SL(2,R) on the real line obtained by lifting the
projective action of PSL(2,R) from RP1 to its universal covering.
Theorem 1.1. Let Γ ⊂ G be an irreducible lattice in a connected real semi-
simple Lie group of rank at least two. Then, Γ is left-orderable if and only
if Γ is torsion free and there exists a surjective morphism G → ˜SL(2,R).
Moreover, in the latter case every action φ : Γ → Homeo+(R) is semi-
conjugate to an action obtained in the following way:
(1) The inclusion of Γ into G.
(2) A surjective morphism G→ ˜SL(2,R).
(3) The standard action ˜SL(2,R) in R.
Remark 1.2. The existence of a surjective morphism G → ˜SL(2,R) is
equivalent to G being a non-trivial product with one factor equal to ˜SL(2,R).
As a corollary, in the case where G has finite center we have the following:
Theorem 1.3. Let Γ be an irreducible lattice in a connected real semi-simple
Lie group G with finite center and with real rank at least two. Then, Γ is
not left-orderable and moreover every Φ : Γ → Homeo+(R) is trivial. In
particular, if G is a real algebraic semi-simple Lie group of rank two, it
contains no left-orderable irreducible lattice.
Remark 1.4. This statement has been conjectured by Ghys [37] and Dave
Witte-Morris (See [59]). In [57], Witte-Morris solved the case where G is
simple and Γ has Q-rank at least two. In [46], Witte-Morris and Lifschitz
proved some cases in Q-rank one, including the case of non-uniform lat-
tices in products of SL(2,R), their proof uses the bounded generation by
unipotents property proven by Carter-Keller, [58]. The case where Γ is co-
compact, which in some sense is the most common case among lattices as
was shown by Belolipetsky and Lubotzky [8], was the main open problem.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and a Theorem of Ghys (see Theorem
2.2), we have the following theorem for actions on the circle.
Theorem 1.5. Let Γ ⊂ G be an irreducible lattice in a connected real
semi-simple Lie group of rank at least two and finite center. If φ : Γ →
Homeo+(S1), then either φ(Γ) is finite or φ is semi-conjugate up to finite
index to an action obtained by composition of the following morphims:
(1) The inclusion of Γ in G.
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(2) A surjective homomorphism from G to PSL(2,R).
(3) The projective action of PSL(2,R) on the circle.
Remark 1.6. (1) For the definition of semi-conjugacy up to finite in-
dex, see the discussion before Theorem 2.2.
(2) In the case where |φ(Γ)| < ∞ the action is conjugate to an action
by rotations.
(3) In the case where G is infinite center one has an extra-possibility :
G must have a ˜SL(2,R) factor and Γ has a finite orbit F ⊂ S1. In
this case, if Γ′ is the finite index subgroup of Γ fixing F , the action
of Γ′ in S1 \ F is as in Theorem 1.1.
Ghys proved the previous Theorem in the case where the action is of class
C1 (See Theorem 2.2) and Theorem 1.5 is a consequence of Ghys results in
[37] and Theorem 1.1. Ghys result was also shown by Burger-Monod [22] via
the study of bounded cohomology. Bader-Furman-Shaker [4] have a similar
Theorem which holds for more general groups including some non-linear
groups. Burger unified those approaches in [21]. Navas [51, 52] proved there
are no infinite groups with Kazhdan’s property (T ) in the group of C1+
1
2
diffeomorphisms of the circle, strongly inspired by the work of Reznikov [55,
Ch.2].
1.3. Outline of the proof. Due to work of Ghys [37], it is sufficient to
prove Theorem 1.1 in the case where G has finite center, in which case it
claims that no irreducible lattice Γ is left-orderable, or equivalently (this
is classical, see e.g. [28, section 1.1.3]), that given any lattice Γ ⊂ G, any
action of Γ on the real line by orientation preserving homeomorphisms is
trivial. The proof of this statement is by contradiction, assuming there is a
non-trivial action of Γ in R that we can assume to be fixed point free, by
considering the restriction of the action to a component of the complement
of the set of fixed points.
To understand the proof it is useful to mention some of the recent progress
in Zimmer’s program, since our result is a special instance of this program in
dimension one without any regularity apart from continuity. In [18], Brown-
Fisher-Hurtado proved that any smooth action of an irreducible lattice Γ of
a semi-simple Lie group G on a closed manifold M of dimension at most
RankR(G) − 1 is finite. One of the main ingredients of the proof is the
recent work of Brown, Rodriguez-Hertz, and Wang [20] where the authors
establish the existence of a Γ-invariant probability measure in M under the
same assumptions on the dimension of M .
As in [20], [18], our goal will be to show the existence of a Γ-invariant
Radon (infinite mass) measure on R, which immediately yields the desired
contradiction since a translation number with respect to such a measure
would provide a non trivial cohomology class of degree one on Γ, which
contradicts a theorem of Kazhdan and Margulis. However, in our case two
new difficulties arise and make impossible the implementation of the method
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of [20, 18], which essentially rely on the use of the Ledrappier-Young formula.
The first one is that R is not compact and the second is that the action is
not smooth. So, instead of using Ledrappier-Young formula, our argument
consists in establishing a weak form of the stiffness property of Furstenberg
[35] for the action, namely that after taking a suspension G-space encoding
the Γ-action, a stationary measure is indeed globally invariant by a large
normal subgroup of G. There have been recently a bunch of new ideas
and methods to establish stiffness of group actions in many contexts (see
e.g. [13, 10, 31, 19]); the one we develop here is yet another one. This
strategy yields immediately to the contradiction when G is simple. We
outline this method in 1.3.3 in the case G = SL(3,R) which covers most of
the arguments.
In the semi-simple case however, the proof of Theorem 1.1 requires some
additional tools. We outline this in 1.3.4.
1.3.1. The almost-periodic space. One of our main tool is to embed the ac-
tion of Γ in R into an action of Γ in a suitable compact space Z, that we call
the almost-periodic space. This tool was introduced by Deroin in [25], where
it was established that given a fixed point free action of a group Γ on the real
line, there exists a one dimensional laminated compact metric space (Z,LZ)
having a fixed point free action of Γ preserving each of the one-dimensional
leaves, in such a way that the original action of Γ on R can be chosen to be
conjugate to the action on one of the leaves of Z. The construction provides
an additional regularity, namely there is an R-flow in Z preserving the leaves
of LZ in such a way that in each leaf, Γ acts by Lipschitz homeomorphisms
(with respect to the usual distance in the time parametrization of the leaves
given by the R-flow). The space Z is not unique and can be constructed in
different ways, see [25], [27]. Such an almost-periodic space Z is related to
the space of orders (which apparently was introduced informally by Ghys)
and we believe it can become a valuable tool for understanding left-orderable
groups, as for instance in [50].
Here we will need to construct an almost periodic space Z having the
additional property that in each leaf, the Lebesgue measure defined by the
R-flow is a stationary measure for an appropriate probability measure µΓ
on Γ: a discretization measure for the Brownian motion on the symmetric
space ofG. We will call informally this property the harmonicity property. A
consequence of it is that any R-invariant probability measure µZ on Z is µΓ-
stationary. The construction of a space Z having the harmonicity property
relies heavily on the study of random walks on the group Homeo+(R) made
by Deroin-Kleptsyn-Navas-Parwani in [27], one of the main results being
that given a symmetric finitely supported probability on Γ, any action of Γ
on the real line without discrete orbit can be semi-conjugated to a harmonic
action, namely an action such that the Lebesgue measure is µΓ-stationary.
A crucial fact is that harmonic actions are almost-periodic; this observation
was established by Klepstyn and is fundamental for our purpose, since we
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can then define our space Z as the space of harmonic actions having a
displacement bounded by some given constants.
Our proof consists then in showing that any of the R-invariant prob-
ability measures µZ on Z, are also Γ-invariant. Since those measures are
µΓ-stationary by the harmonicity property of the almost periodic space, this
is equivalent to establishing a weak form of the stiffness property of Fursten-
berg in our context of the action of Γ on the almost-periodic space Z, see
[35].
1.3.2. The suspension space. As in [20], [18], to find a Γ-invariant mea-
sure on the almost-periodic space Z we consider the suspension space X :=
(G × Z)/Γ, which is a space with a natural action of G that fibers over
G/Γ with fiber Z. There is a natural correspondence between Γ-invariant
measures on Z (resp. µΓ-stationary measures on Z) and G-invariant mea-
sures on X (resp. µG-stationary measures on X for symmetric absolutely
continuous probability measures on G) and so we will instead prove that the
µG-stationary measure µX on X corresponding to µZ is in fact G-invariant.
On the suspension X, there is also an associated unidimensional lamination
LX (in each Z-fiber it is defined by LZ) carrying a Lipschitz structure along
the leaves, which is invariant by the G-action (however in this case G might
permute the LZ-leaves). One of the reasons we need the harmonicity prop-
erty for our almost-periodic space is that it implies that on a G-invariant set
of total µX-measure, any element of G has a well-defined derivative along
the lamination LX .
Remark 1.7. Our construction of the suspension space and its various
structures works for a left-orderable lattice in the rank one case as well,
assuming it is uniform, and could be interesting for other applications. This
is in particular the case for torsion free uniform lattices in PSL(2,R) for
instance, and for the known examples of left-orderable lattices in SO(n, 1).
One can actually carry out a universal construction, by considering as the
almost-periodic space the set of all harmonic actions of the lattice on the
real numbers, with a normalization on the average displacement. Equiped
with a natural distance making the G-action Lipschitz, this space might be
infinite dimensional in the rank one case, this is what happens in the case of
a lattice in PSL(2,R). We do not develop this point of view here however,
since there are technical issues related to the control of the displacement in
this generality. In the non uniform case, there are other difficulties due to the
distortion between the word metric on the lattice and the distance coming
from the symmetric space (such a phenomenon does not occur in the higher
rank case thanks to work of A. Lubotzky, S. Mozes and M. Ragunathan
[45]).
1.3.3. Outline in the simple case: propagating invariance. We continue with
the outline of the proof in the case where G = SL(3,R). Recall the Iwasawa
decomposition G = KAN of G = SL(3,R) where K = SO(3,R), A is the
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group of diagonal matrices with positive entries in SL(3,R) (the action of
this group in G is called the Cartan flow) and N is the unipotent subgroup
that can be chosen to be the upper (or lower) triangular matrices with ones
in the diagonal. Recall also the minimal parabolic group P :=MAN , where
M is the group of diagonal matrices in SL(3,R) ∩ SO(3,R).
Using the Furstenberg correspondence between harmonic functions on
the symmetric space S of G and bounded functions in the Poisson boundary
G/P , one shows that µX corresponds to a unique P -invariant measure µ
′
X
on X such that
∫
K k∗(µ
′
X)dk = µX . Therefore, to show that µX is G-
invariant we only need to show that µ
′
X is G-invariant. This is done as in
[20], via studying the dynamics of the A-action on X, but our method is
different and does not use the notion of entropy and the Ledrappier-Young
entropy formula, which in our setting results problematic because Z could
be infinite dimensional. Our method to show G-invariance of µ
′
X consists in
studying some ergodicity properties of the Cartan flow on X along singular
directions in A and by using the action of the Weyl group. We proceed to
explain briefly how this argument works.
The choice of the unipotent subgroup N as the upper triangular unipo-
tents is arbitrary, and it actually depends on a choice of a Weyl chamber
for the lie algebra a of A. Indeed, for each Weyl chamber W in a there is a
choice of unipotent subgroup N and an associated minimal parabolic sub-
group PW containing A. For G = SL(3,R) there are six Weyl chambers and
so we have six A-invariant probability measures {µWX } which are A-invariant
(one of them will be µ
′
X), these measures are related to each other via el-
ements of the Weyl group. The idea of the proof is to show that many of
these measures coincide (at least three for SL(3,R)), this shows that µ
′
X is
invariant by three minimal parabolic subgroups, and this is enough to show
G-invariance of µ′X .
In order to achieve this, one first establishes that for any such measure µWX ,
there exists a non-trivial linear functional χW : a→ R, which is a Lyapunov
functional describing the rate of expansion of the derivative of the A-action
along the one-dimensional leaves of LX at generic µX-points, and which
satisfy the following contraction property: for µWX a.e. x ∈ X, if x, y ∈ X are
in the same one-dimensional leaf L of LX , then limt→∞ dL(e
tax, etay) = 0
provided that χW(a) < 0. We call this property the global contraction
property for a ∈ a with respect to µWX .
The key lemma 8.2 shows that if we take an element a ∈ a which is singular
(i.e. in the wall between two Weyl chambers W,W ′), and has the global
contraction property with respect to both µWX , µ
W ′
X , then both measures
coincide. The idea of the proof is to show there exists two Birkhoff generic
points x, x′ for µWX , µ
W ′
X for which limt→∞ dX(e
tax, etax′) = 0, if this were
true we have µWX = µ
W ′
X using Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem. The fact that a
is singular is used in the fact that both measures µWX , µ
W ′
X are invariant by
the horospherical unstable subgroup Na of e
a which allow us to take generic
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points x, x′ and “modify their future” (using the Na-invariance) in such a
way that lim supt→∞ dG/Γ
(
etaπG/Γ(x), e
taπG/Γ(x
′)
)
is as small as we want
(here πG/Γ is the natural projection from X to G/Γ). This, together with
the global contraction property give us x, x′ with lim supt→∞ dX(e
tax, etax′)
as small as we want and we conclude µWX = µ
W ′
X using Birkhoff’s ergodic
theorem.
1.3.4. Outline in the semi-simple case. In the case where G is a non trivial
almost-product of simple Lie groups, we can assume up to taking a finite
index subgroup of Γ and a finite covering of G, that G is indeed isomorphic
to a product G1× . . .×Gr of simple Lie groups Gk. The strategy described
in 1.3.3 leads to the conclusion that the stationary measure µX is invariant
by all factors G2, . . . , Gr, and that G1 is of rank one.
To find a contradiction in this case, we control the displacement of the
elements of Γ along the leaves of the lamination LZ equiped with their Γ-
invariant Lipschitz structures coming from the time parametrization by the
R-flow. We prove that, denoting by p1 : G → G1 the projection on the G1
factor, any element in a compact subset of G1 can be approximated by a
sequence of elements of p1(Γ) whose displacements remains bounded by a
constant that depends only on the chosen compact subset of G1. This step
uses the fact that we can approximate elements of G1 by elements of Γ with
an error which is exponentially small in terms of the length function on Γ
with respect to a finite system of generators, that we deduce from the local
spectral gap estimates in simple Lie groups obtained recently by Boutonnet,
Ioana and Salehi-Golsefidy in [14].
Furstenberg’s Poisson formula and the fact that µX is µG-stationary and
invariant by Gk for k ≥ 2 permits to write µZ as an integral over the
boundary B(G1) of probability measures µ
ζ1
Z on Z, for ζ1 ∈ B(G1), with the
following equivariance property: µ
p1(γ)ζ1
Z = γ∗µ
ζ1
Z . This equivariance and the
afore mentioned displacement control, permits to show that all the measures
µζ1Z can be transported mutually to each other along the lamination LZ by
a certain bounded amount of displacement. This notion of transportation
of measures along a lamination is reminiscent of Kantorovich’s theory, and
it seems to us that this is a new tool. Since the measures γ∗µZ are also
expressed as an integral of the measures µζ1Z , we infer that all the measures
γ∗µZ can be transported from µZ by a certain amount of displacement, which
is independant of γ. This property easily contradicts the global contraction
property of the action of Γ in restriction to any leaf of LZ .
1.3.5. Organization of the article. In Section 2, we show that Theorem 1.1
and Theorem 1.5 are a consequence of Theorem 1.3. As a consequence, after
section 2 we assume that the Lie group G has finite center. In section 3 and
4 we recall some facts from Lie Theory and Ergodic Theory. In Section
5, we construct the space of almost periodic actions Z and its suspension
space and its various structures. In sections 6 and 7 we describe the global
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contraction property and the Lyapunov functionals χW for the action of
G on the suspension space. In Section 8, we discuss the propagation of
invariance of the measures µWX on the suspension space and prove Theorem
1.3 when G is simple. Finally, in Section 9 we prove Theorem 1.3 in the case
where G is a non-trivial almost product.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank: Dave Witte Morris and
E´tienne Ghys for their inspiring conjecture. Victor Kleptsyn for his cru-
cial observation [27, Proposition 8.1] establishing that harmonic representa-
tions are almost-periodic, and enabling our construction of a useful almost-
periodic space. Ian Agol, Richard Aoun, Uri Bader, Nicolas Bergeron, Aaron
Brown, Yves de Cornulier, Alex Furman, Victor Kleptsyn, Andre´s Navas and
Cristobal Rivas for fruitful discussions. IPAM/UCLA for his organization
of the program ”New methods in the Zimmer Program” where this project
were initiated. UNAM for hosting the conference ”Groups of dynamical
origin II” where we pursued research on this topic.
2. Reduction to the case of finite center
In this section we show that Theorem 1.3 implies Theorem 1.1 and The-
orem 1.5.
We first prove the easy implication of Theorem 1.1. If there exists a sur-
jective morphismG→ ˜SL(2,R), then we have an action φ : Γ→ Homeo+(R)
via the standard action of ˜SL(2,R) in R. The kernel of φ is a normal sub-
group of Γ and from Margulis Normal subgroup Theorem it follows that
kerπ is contained in the center Z(Γ) of Γ, therefore ker(π) is an abelian
group. Moreover, ker(π) is torsion free because Γ is torsion free. Therefore,
we have an exact sequence kerπ → Γ → π(Γ), and as ker(π), π(Γ) are left
orderable groups, Γ is left orderable.
We now prove the other implication of Theorem 1.1. Assume that Γ is
left-orderable and so we have a faithful action φ : Γ → Homeo+(R), we
can assume that the action φ is fixed point free. We will make use of the
following important statement due to Margulis, based on previous results of
Kazhdan, see [48, 19, remark IX 6.20]:
Proposition 2.1. Let Γ ⊂ G be an irreducible lattice in a connected real
semi-simple Lie group of rank at least two. Then any homomorphism Γ→ Z
is trivial.
As G has infinite center, the intersection Z(G) ∩ Γ is an infinite abelian
group, see [48, Ch. 9, Sect. 6]. LetK = Fix(Z(G)∩Γ) ⊂ R be the fixed point
set of Z(G)∩Γ; K is a Γ-invariant closed set. The action φ : Γ→ Homeo+(R)
has no discrete orbits, otherwise we obtain a non-trivial homomorphism of
Γ to Z. By [28, Lemma 3.5.18], if K is non-empty, there exists a unique
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minimal closed Γ-invariant set Λ. Collapsing the intervals of R \ Λ we ob-
tain an action of Γ/(Z(G) ∩ Γ) on the real line which is minimal. However,
Γ/(Z(G)∩Γ) is a lattice in G/Z(G) which is not left orderable by Theorem
1.1, obtaining a contradiction; therefore K is empty. As Z(G)∩Γ is abelian,
one can find an element γ ∈ Z(G) ∩ Γ which acts freely in R and so we
obtain a circle S1 := R/φ(γ) with an action φ1 : Γ → Homeo
+(S1) induced
by φ.
In order to continue, we need to recall the following Theorem of Ghys
about actions of higher rank lattices in the circle. We say that two actions
φ1, φ2 : Γ→ Homeo
+(S1) are semi-conjugate up to finite cover if there exists
a f : S1 → S1, continuous, locally non-decreasing, surjective map such that
f ◦ φ1(γ) = φ2 ◦ f(γ) for every γ ∈ Γ.
Theorem 2.2 ([37], Thm. 3.1.). Let Γ ⊂ G be an irreducible lattice in
a connected real semi-simple Lie group of rank at least two and φ : Γ →
Homeo+(S1), then φ either preserves a probability measure on S1 or it is
semi-conjugate up to finite index to an action obtained by composition of
the following morphims:
(1) The inclusion of Γ in G.
(2) A surjective homomorphism from G to PSL(2,R).
(3) The projective action of PSL(2,R) in Homeo+(S1).
Applying Ghys’s theorem, the action φ1 : Γ/(γ)→ Homeo
+(S1) described
before, either preserves a probability measure on S1 or it is semi-conjugate up
to finite index to a projective action. The action of Γ/(γ) does not preserve
a probability measure on S1, otherwise by looking at the rotation number
(which is a homomorphism in the case where the action preserves a proba-
bility measure) one obtains a non-trivial homomorphism Γ→ Z. Therefore
the action φ1 is semi-conjugate to a projective action φ2 : Γ → PSL(2,R)
via a surjective continuous map f : S1 → S1.
We can define a homomorphism α : Γ → ˜SL(2,R) in the following way,
let f˜ : R→ R be a fixed lift of f and for each γ ∈ Γ, let α(γ) be the unique
element of ˜SL(2,R) such that f˜ ◦ φ(γ) = α(γ) ◦ f˜ , the uniqueness of α(γ)
implies that α is a homomorphism. From Ghys’s Theorem we also have a
surjective homomorphism π : G → PSL(2,R). This homomorphism defines
a unique copy of the lie algebra of SL(2,R) as an ideal in the Lie algebra
of G. As G is semi-simple, the universal covering G˜ of G is a non-trivial
product G˜ = ˜SL(2,R) × L, where L is a simply connected Lie group and
G = G˜/Λ, where Λ is a subgroup of the center of G˜. We will prove that Λ
is contained in L and this will show that G surjects onto ˜SL(2,R).
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This can be proven as follows: Let π1, π2, πG be the projections of G˜ onto
˜SL(2,R), L and G respectively. Let Γ˜ be the lift of Γ to G˜. We can define
a group homomorphism Π : Γ˜ → Γ˜ by Π(γ) := (α(πG(γ)), π2(γ)) for every
γ ∈ Γ˜. Assume for the moment that Π is the identity homomorphism (we
will check this later). This implies that α ◦ πG = π1 and so for every γ ∈ Λ
(notice that Λ ⊂ Γ˜), we have π1(γ) = α(πG(γ)), the latter being equal to
the identity of ˜SL(2,R), therefore γ ∈ L as we wanted to show.
Moreover, observe that π1 is now a well defined projection of G and that
our original action φ is semi-conjugate via f˜ with the action obtained by
first projecting Γ to ˜SL(2,R) via π1 as described in Theorem 1.1. The only
remaining thing to check is that Π is the identity homomorphism.
Proposition 2.3. For every γ ∈ Γ˜, Π(γ) = γ.
Proof. It is enough to check that α ◦ πG = π1. Observe that for every
γ ∈ Γ˜, the projection of both Π(γ) and γ in PSL(2,R) coincide. Therefore
there exists c(γ) ∈ Z(Γ) such that Π(γ) = γc(γ). Observe that as Π is
a homomorphism, then c : Γ → Z(Γ) is a homomorphism into an abelian
group and so it has a finite image, which must be contained in L because
˜SL(2,R) has infinite center. Therefore π1(γ) = π1(Π(γ)) and this is exactly
the equation α ◦ πG = π1. 
3. Review of Lie theory
3.1. Iwasawa decomposition, root systems and strong stable unipo-
tent subgroups. We recall some classical facts about real semi-simple Lie
groups, we will use the same notation as in [43, Ch.6]. We refer the reader
to that reference for more precise statements and proofs of most of this
material.
Let G be a real semi-simple Lie group and g be the corresponding real
semi-simple Lie algebra, let B : g× g→ R be the Killing form in g given by
B(x, y) = Tr(ad(x)ad(y)) where ad denotes the adjoint action of g in itself.
We fix a Cartan involution θ : g → g; this is a Lie algebra homomorphism
such that Bθ(x, y) = −B(x, θ(y)) is a positive definite bilinear symmetric
form. Any real semi-simple Lie algebra g is isomorphic to a Lie algebra of
matrices closed under transpose and using such an identification one can
assume the Killing form is given for x, y ∈ g by B(x, y) = Tr(xy) and the
Cartan involution is given by θ(x) = −x∗. We write k and p, respectively, for
the +1 and −1 eigenspaces of θ. Denote by a a maximal abelian subalgebra
of p.
We recall the restricted root decomposition of g. The adjoint action of
a in g gives a decomposition g = g0 ⊕
⊕
α∈Σ gα where Σ denotes a finite
subset of the dual space a∗ which is known as the set of restricted roots of
g with respect to a. For all a ∈ a and x ∈ gα we have ad(a)x = α(a)x. We
have the following:
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Theorem 3.1 (Prop.6.4,[43]). The restricted root space decomposition has
the following properties:
(1) g is the orthogonal direct sum g = g0 ⊕
⊕
α∈Σ gα.
(2) [gα, gβ] ⊂ gα+β for every α, β ∈ Σ,
(3) θgα = g−α,
(4) g0 = a⊕m, where m is the centralizer of a in k.
We will identify a with a∗ via the Killing form as follows: for every λ ∈ a∗,
we let aλ be its dual under the Killing form, that is, for every a ∈ a we have:
B(aλ, a) = λ(a).
This defines a non-degenerate metric in a∗ given by
(λ, β) := B(aλ, aβ).
We will need the following:
Theorem 3.2 (Prop.6.52,[43]). Let λ be a restricted root of g, and let xλ
be a nonzero element in gλ. We have:
[xλ, θ(xλ)] = B(xλ, θ(xλ))aλ and B(xλ, θ(xλ)) < 0.
3.1.1. Iwasawa Decomposition. Recall that a base (or a collection of simple
roots) for Σ is a subset Π ⊂ Σ which is a basis for the vector space a∗ and
which is such that every non-zero root β ∈ Σ is either a positive or a negative
integer combination of elements of Π. For a choice of Π, elements β ∈ Π are
called simple (positive) roots. Relative to a choice of base Π, let Σ+ ⊂ Σ
be the collection of positive roots and let Σ− be the corresponding set of
negative roots. Then n =
⊕
β∈Σ+
gβ is a nilpotent subalgebra and we have
the Iwasawa decomposition g = k ⊕ a ⊕ n which gives rise to the Iwasawa
decomposition G = KAN . The Lie exponential exp: g → G restricts to
diffeomorphisms between a and A and n and the nilpotent group N .
In the case where G has finite center, K is a compact subgroup. If we let
M to be the centralizer of A in K, then M is a closed subgroup of G and
the Lie algebra m of M is the centralizer of a in k. The group P := MAN
is the standard minimal parabolic subgroup. The identity component of M
is compact and the group P is amenable.
3.1.2. Weyl group, Weyl chambers and the parabolic subgroups PW . From
[43, Thm. 6.53], it follows that Σ is an abstract root system. The Killing
form on a being positive definite induces an inner product in a∗ by dual-
ity. We let W (Σ) to be the Weyl group of Σ; this is a finite group acting
on a∗ (and also on a by duality) which is generated by reflections across
hyperplanes perpendicular to elements in Σ.
We let NK(a) (resp. ZK(a)) be the normalizer (resp. centralizer) of A in
K.
Theorem 3.3 (Thm. 6.5, [43]). There is a natural isomorphism W (Σ) =
NK(a)/ZK(a).
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For a choice Π of simple roots of Σ we define the corresponding Weyl
Chamber by
W := {a ∈ a|λ(a) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ Π}.
This produces a one to one correspondence between the set of Weyl chambers
and the set of choices of simple roots.
The Weyl group acts transitively on the set of Weyl chambers. For a Weyl
chamber W, we let PW to be the minimal parabolic subgroup associated to
the corresponding choice of simple roots defining W.
3.2. Horospherical subgroups. We warn the reader that the following
notation is not standard. For any a ∈ a, we define Na to be the unstable
horospherical subgroup of exp(a) in G, that is
Na := {g ∈ G| lim
n→−∞
dG(exp(na)g exp(−an), Id) = 0}.
The group Na is a closed connected subgroup of G. The Lie algebra of
Na can be described as follows. If we let
Σa := {λ ∈ Σ|λ(a) < 0},
then na =
⊕
λ∈Σa
gλ. The Lie algebra na is a nilpotent subalgebra. Moreover
if a is not in a wall of a Weyl chamber (i.e. if λ(a) 6= 0 for all a ∈ Σ), then
na can be taken to be n, the Lie algebra corresponding to N . For any choice
of a ∈ A, we can choose N in such a way that G = KAN and Na ⊂ N by
choosing Σ+ such that Σa ⊂ Σ
+.
We can define also the stable horocyclic group La := N−a and the central
group Ca to be the identity component of the centralizer of exp(a) ∈ G.
If we let la, ca to be the lie algebra of La and Ca, we have the following
decomposition of the Lie algebra
g = la ⊕ ca ⊕ na.
From the previous discussion, by using the exponential map, we have the
following proposition, which is similar to the LU-factorization of matrices:
Proposition 3.4. The function F : La×Ca×Na → G given by F(l, c, n) =
lcn is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of the identity in La × Ca × Na
and a neighborhood of the identity in G.
3.2.1. KAK decomposition and Cartan projection.
Theorem 3.5 (KAK decomposition). Let G be a real semi-simple Lie group
with finite center and let W be a fixed Weyl Chamber, then for every g ∈ G,
there exists κW(g) ∈ W, and kW(g), k
′
W (g) ∈ K such that
g = k′W(g) exp(κW (g))kW (g).
Moreover kW(g) (and k
′
W (g)) are unique up to right (or left) multiplication
by an element of M , and κW(g) is unique if it belongs to the interior of W.
The assignment g → κW(g) is known as the Cartan projection. For more
general statements, see [43, Thm. 7.39] and [9, Sect 6.7.4].
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3.3. Harmonic functions and Furstenberg’s Poisson formula. Let G
be a semi-simple Lie group with finite center. In the sequel we will use left
random walks on G associated to either the distribution of the Brownian
motion on G (for a K-invariant riemannian metric on G) at time one, or to
a probability measure of type (∗):
Definition 3.6. A probability measure µG on G has type (∗) if it is
1. absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure on G,
2. symmetric,
3. compactly supported,
4. K bi-invariant.
In this section we review some aspects of the fundational paper [33] of
Furstenberg. Most of the results do not need the symmetry nor the com-
pactly supported assumptions.
Definition 3.7. A left µG-harmonic function on G is a measurable function
f : G→ R which is such that the function h 7→ f(hg) belongs to L1(µG) for
every g ∈ G and which satisfies
f(g) =
∫
f(hg)µG(dh)
for every g ∈ G.
A left µG-harmonic function on G is then invariant by left multiplica-
tions by K. Furstenberg proved that for a bounded function, being left
µG-harmonic does not depend upon the choice of the measure µG satisfying
(∗), see [33, Remark after Theorem 4.1] (notice that while in Furstenberg’s
paper the convolutions by µG are done on the right, here they are done on
the left). In particular, bounded harmonic functions on G are in natural
correspondence with bounded harmonic functions on the symmetric space
K\G in a more classical sense, namely the functions of class C2 belonging
to the kernel of any elliptic second order operator on G which is invariant
by right multiplications by G and by left multiplications by K.
Let us recall the following classical lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that L ⊂ G is a closed subgroup such that G = LK,
and that f : G → R is a bounded measurable function which is left L-
invariant. Then the function F : G→ R defined by
(1) F (g) :=
∫
K
f(kg)ηK(dk)
is left µG-harmonic.
Proof. We have∫
F (hg)µG(dh) =
∫
F (h′(k′)−1g)m′G(dh
′)ηK(dk
′) =
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=
∫
f(kh′(k′)−1g)ηK(dk)µG(dh
′)ηK(dk
′).
For every k ∈ K and h′ ∈ G there exists l = l(k, h′) ∈ L and k′′(k, h′) ∈ K
such that kh′ = lk′′. We denote by m′′ the image of the measure ηK ⊗ µG
on G by the map (k, h′) 7→ k′′; this is a probability measure supported on
K. We then have∫
F (hg)µG(dh) =
∫
f(lk′′(k′)−1g)ηK(dk)µG(dh
′)ηK(dk
′) =
(and using P -invariance)
=
∫
f(k′′(k′)−1g)m′′(dk′′)ηK(dk
′) =
(using invariance of ηK by right multiplications)
=
∫
f(kg)ηK(dk) = F (g)
which ends the proof of the harmonicity of F . 
The Furstenberg boundary associated to K is the space B = M\K. No-
tice that for any Weyl chamber W, B is naturally in bijection with the
compact G-space PW\G, the G-action being on the right, where PW is the
standard minimal parabolic subgroup associated to W defined in 3.1.1.
Theorem 3.9 (Poisson formula). The formula (1) gives a linear bijective
correspondance between the space of bounded measurable functions on G in-
variant by left multiplication by PW (namely bounded measurable functions
on B ≃ PW\G) and the space of bounded left µG-harmonic functions on G.
The reference is [33, Theorem 4.2]. The fact that the maximal boundary
is B is the remark due to C. C. Moore just before [33, Theorem 1.10].
The Poisson formula is presented in another form in Furstenberg’s paper.
Let {µgB}g∈G be the family of harmonic measures on BW defined in the
following way. For every g ∈ G, µgB is the image of the measure ηK by
the map k ∈ K 7→ PWkg ∈ B ≃ PW\G. This is a harmonic family of
measures, in the sense that the function g ∈ G 7→ µgB ∈ Prob(B) is harmonic.
The Poisson formula can be restated by saying that the bounded harmonic
functions on G are those of the form
F (g) =
∫
fdµgB where f ∈ L
∞(B).
We end this section with the following result, that will be helpful for us.
Theorem 3.10. Given semi-simple Lie groups with finite center G1, . . . , Gn,
and K1, . . . ,Kn corresponding maximal compact subgroups, a bounded func-
tion f ∈ L∞(G1 × . . . × Gn) is harmonic if and only if it is harmonic in
each Gk-coordinates. This produces an identification B(G) ≃ B(G1)× . . .×
B(Gn).
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3.4. Discretization. In this section, we describe a procedure that enables
to discretize the Brownian motion on a symmetric manifold by a random
walk on its fundamental group. This is originally due to Furstenberg as well,
see [34], but we will follow here some developments that appeared later in
history, the works of Lyons-Sullivan [47] and Ledrappier-Ballmann [5].
Definition 3.11. Let Γ be a lattice in G. A discretization measure on
Γ is a probability measure µΓ on Γ which has the property that for every
probability measure µG on G of type (∗), the restriction of any bounded left
µG-harmonic function f : G→ R to Γ is left µΓ-harmonic.
We equip G with a right invariant riemannian metric, which is also invari-
ant by left multiplications by K. The Brownian motion generated by the
associated Laplacian operator is a continuous time Markov process which is
invariant by right multiplications by G. It is associated to a semi-group of
probability measures (for the convolution operation) on G whose time one
is µBMG .
Recall the notion of a balanced Lyons-Sullivan data (for short LS data)
on G: this is a family of sets Vγ , Fγ ⊂ G for γ ∈ Γ, such that
(D1) γ ∈ Int(Fγ) ⊂ Vγ for every γ ∈ Γ
(D2) Fγ ∩ Vγ′ = ∅ if γ 6= γ
′ ∈ Γ.
(D3) F = ∪γFγ is recurrent for the Brownian motion on G
(D4) there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that for every γ ∈ Γ and every
g ∈ Fγ , we have
1
C
≤
dε(g, Vγ)
dε(γ, Vγ)
≤ C
where ε(·, Vγ) is the distribution of the point of first exist of the domain Vγ
for a Brownian trajectory starting at the point ·.
(D5) there exists a constant D such that GVγ (g, γ) = D for every γ ∈ Γ
and every g ∈ ∂Fγ , where GVγ is the Green function of Vγ (namely the
fundamental solution of the Laplacian that vanishes on ∂Vγ).
To construct such a Lyons-Sullivan data it suffices to start with any rela-
tively compact open neighborhood Ve of the identity which is disjoint from
all its images by the elements of Γ, and then to set Fe = {g | GVe(g, e) ≥ 1}.
The family of sets Vγ := Veγ
−1, FΓ := Feγ
−1 satisfies the axioms D1–D5.
This data gives rise to a family of Lyons-Sullivan measures, namely a
family of probability measures {µgΓ}g∈G on Γ such that for any bounded
harmonic function H : G→ R we have
(2) H(g) =
∫
H(γ)µgΓ(dγ) for every g ∈ G.
We refer to [5, p. 7] for an iterative construction of such a family.
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Setting µΓ := µ
e
Γ, we get that for every bounded harmonic function H :
G→ R, its restriction to Γ satisfies
H(γ) =
∫
H(sγ)µΓ(ds)
In particular, µΓ is a discretization measure.
Theorem 3.12. We have the following properties:
1. For any absolutely continuous right K-invariant probability measure
µG on G, the restriction map induces an isomorphism between the spaces
of bounded left µG-harmonic functions on G and the space of bounded left
µΓ-harmonic functions on Γ, [40, 44].
2. The discretization measure µΓ is symmetric, [5].
3. Every positive left µΓ-harmonic function on Γ can be extended in a
unique way to a positive left µBMG -harmonic function on G, and the extension
map is continuous when we equip the functional spaces with the topology of
uniform convergence on compact subsets [5].
Given a finite generating set S on Γ, it is straighforward to prove that
there exists a positive constant ξ = ξ(mΓ, S) such that the logarithm of a
positive leftmΓ-harmonic function on Γ is ξ-Lipschitz with respect to a word
metric on Γ. This property makes the set of positive mΓ-harmonic functions
a compact space. We recall here that the same phenomenon occurs for
positive left-µBMG -harmonic functions. We denote by dK\G the distance on
the symmetric space K\G of the semi-simple Lie group G (the normalisation
by a positive constant will not be of importance for us).
Theorem 3.13 (Harnack inequality). There exists a constant ξ = ξ(G)
such that the logarithm of every positive left µBMG -harmonic function on G
induces a function on the symmetric space K\G which is ξ-Lipschitz with
respect to the distance dK\G.
We warn the reader that if the choice of µG among the set of absolutely
continuous right K-invariant probability measures does not matter for the
notion of bounded left µG-harmonic function, it does matter if we consider
positive left µG-harmonic function.
We will also need to use the following classical moment estimates on the
discretization measure.
Proposition 3.14 (Exponential Moment for the discretization measure).
There exists α > 0 such that the measures µgΓ satisfy∫
eαl(γ)µgΓ(dγ) < +∞
where l : Γ → N is the length function wrt to a finite system of generators
on Γ.
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Proof. In [26, Paragraph 2.4] it was proved that the exponential moment
with respect to the hyperbolic distance on the hyperbolic plane is finite for
a lattice in PSL(2,R). The same argument holds in the general setting of any
complete locally symmetric manifold of finite volume as soon as we know
that the diffusion semi-group has a spectral gap in L2, which in general
is a consequence of the works [7, 36]. The corresponding finiteness of an
exponential moment with respect to the length function is then a corollary
of the estimates obtained by A. Lubotzky, S. Mozes and M. Ragunathan
between word length and distance in symmetric space [45], which works
under the assumption that G has rank ≥ 2 and Γ is irreducible. 
3.5. Random walks on semi-simple Lie groups. We recall the following
known facts about random walks on real semi-simple Lie groups. We will
assume here that the random walk is defined by a probability measure µG
on G which is compactly supported, absolutely continuous with respect to
the Haar measure and right K-invariant. We refer to [9, Thm. 10.9], and
[3, Thm.4.5.] for more general statements.
The following Theorems state that in the KAK decomposition of G asso-
ciated to a Weyl chamber W, the Cartan projection of the µG-random walk
on G is almost surely close to a line in a given by a special direction κWµG ∈ a.
For a sequence ω = (gn)n∈N ∈ G
N of increments, we denote ln(ω) = gn . . . g1
and
ln(ω) = k
′
W(ω, n)e
κW (ω,n)kW(ω, n)
theKAK decomposition of ln(ω) relative to theWeyl chamberW (see 3.2.1).
Theorem 3.15 (Thm. 10.9, [9]). Let G be a real semi-simple Lie group
with finite center, µG an absolutely continuous right K-invariant probability
measure on G, andW a Weyl chamber. Then there exists κWµG in the interior
of W such that for µ⊗N
∗
G a.e. sequence ω = (g1, g2, ....) we have:
lim
n→∞
1
n
κW(ω, n)→ κ
W
µG
,
where κW is the Cartan projection as defined in 3.2.1.
Recall that the Furstenberg boundary is defined byM\K which using the
Iwasawa decomposition is naturally identified with B := PW\G. Recall that
there is a probability measure µB which is the projection of Haar measure
ηK via the projection K → M\K. The probability measure µB is the
unique µG-stationary measure on B. We choose a metric dB in B which is
K right-invariant.
By the choice of µG, we have kW(, n)∗(µ
⊗N∗
G ) = µB, which says that
kW(ω, n) is distributed with the same distribution as µB. The sequence of
random variables kW(ω, n) converges exponentially fast in B to a random
variable with the same distribution µB, more precisely we have the following:
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Theorem 3.16 (Thm.4.5, [3]). There exists ρ1 ∈ (0, 1) and a measurable
map kW(,∞) : µ
⊗N∗
G → B such that kW(,∞)∗(µ
⊗N∗
G ) = µB and for µ
⊗N∗
G
a.e. ω = (g1, g2, ....) we have:∫
G⊗N∗
dB(kW (ω, n), kW (ω,∞)) µ
⊗N∗
G (dω) < ρ
n
1
for n sufficiently large.
Corollary 3.17. There exists ρ2 ∈ (0, 1) and a measurable map k(,∞) :
µ⊗N
∗
G → B with k(,∞)∗(µ
⊗N∗
G ) = µB such that for µ
⊗N∗
G a.e. ω = (g1, g2, ....),
there is Nω such that if n ≥ Nω:
dB(kW (ω, n), kW (ω,∞)) < ρ
n
2 .
We next prove that we can track the µG-random walk on G by the flow
generated by the central element κWµG ∈ Int(W), up to some subexponential
error. Although this result is presumably well-known, we haven’t found
reference for this statement in the literature, and we provide a detailed
proof.
Theorem 3.18. Assume that µG is a compactly supported, absolutely con-
tinuous and right K-invariant probability measure on G. Let dG be a fixed
right-invariant Riemannian metric on G. For µ⊗N
∗
G a.e. ω = (g1, g2, ....) we
have:
lim
n→∞
1
n
dG(e
nκWµGkW(ω, n), e
nκWµGkW(ω,∞)) = 0.
Proof. For simplicity we will omit the reference to the Weyl chamber W in
the notations.
We need to prove that the element subn = e
nκµGk(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1e−nκµG
grows sublinearly with n, or equivalently that the norm of the endomorphism
Ad(subn) ∈ End(g) grows subexponentially with n.
We choose the determinations of k(ω, n) modulo M in such a way that
we have an exponential convergence to k(ω,∞). This is possible for µNG-a.e.
ω = (gn)n by the use of the corollary to Aoun’s Theorem 3.17 and does not
affect the result since M commutes with eκµG .
Let us consider the scalar product given by Tr(θ(x)y) on g and its associ-
ated norm ‖x‖2 = Tr(θ(x)x), where θ is the Cartan involution. Notice that
those functionals are invariant by the action of K, and that the eigenspaces
gα are orthogonal.
Given an element g ∈ G, with KAK decomposition g = k′g exp(κ(g))kg ,
let us introduce the quadratic form qg(x) = ‖Ad(g)(x)‖
2. It is diagonal
in the decomposition g = ⊕α(kg)
−1(gα), since on (kg)
−1(gα) it is equal
to e2α(κ(g)) ‖·‖2. For H ∈ End(g), we denote by Hα,β ∈ End(gβ, gα) the
endomorphisms defined according to the formulas H|gβ =
∑
αHα,β valid for
any β.
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Lemma 3.19. Let g, g′ in G, and C ≥ 1 be a constant. Assume that
qg ≤ C
2qg′. Then ∥∥∥Ad(kgk−1g′ )α,β∥∥∥ ≤ Ceα(κ(g′))−β(κ(g)).
Proof. Let x ∈ gα. We have qgk−1g ≤ C
2qg′k−1g , so∑
β
exp(2β(κ(g)))
∥∥∥Ad(kgk−1g′ )α,β(x)∥∥∥2 = qgk−1g (Ad(kgk−1g′ )(x)) ≤
≤ C2qg′k−1g (Ad(kgk
−1
g′ )x) = C
2qg′k−1
g′
(x) = C2 exp(2α(κ(g′))) ‖x‖2 .
In particular,
exp(β(κ(g)))
∥∥∥Ad(kgk−1g′ )α,β(x)∥∥∥ ≤ C exp(α(κ(g′))) ‖x‖
and the lemma follows. 
Introduce the notations λα = α(κµG), so that
1
nα(κ(ln))→ λα and recall
that ln = gn . . . g1 and k(ω, n) = kln . Since the increments gn belong to a
fixed compact subset of G, there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that, for every
n ∈ N, qln ≤ C
2qln+1 and qln+1 ≤ C
2qln . Lemma 3.19 applied to g = ln and
g′ = ln+1 shows that,∥∥Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω, n + 1)−1)α,β∥∥ ≤ Ceα(κ(ln+1))−β(κ(ln)),
and in particular
1
n
log
∥∥Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω, n + 1)−1)α,β∥∥ ≤ λα − λβ +O(1/n).
Exchanging the roles of ln and ln+1 gives
1
n
log
∥∥Ad(k(ω, n + 1), k(ω, n)−1)α,β∥∥ ≤ λα − λβ +O(1/n).
Because Ad(k(ω, n + 1)k(ω, n)−1) is orthogonal, we have∥∥Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω, n + 1)−1)α,β∥∥ = ∥∥Ad(k(ω, n + 1)k(ω, n)−1)β,α∥∥ ,
and we infer from all this that for every α, β
1
n
log
∥∥Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω, n + 1)−1)α,β∥∥ ≤ −|λα − λβ|+O(1/n).
Denote En ∈ End(g) the endomorphism satisfying 1+En = Ad(klnk
−1
ln+1
).
Aoun’s theorem shows that for λ > 0 small enough, ‖En‖ = O(e
−nλ). Define
the following numbers
λα,β = max(λ, |λα − λβ | − λ).
Notice that as soon as λ > 0 is sufficiently small, those numbers satisfy the
inequalities
(3) λα,γ ≤ λα,β + λβ,γ for every α, β, γ.
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Moreover, the endomorphisms (En)α,β ∈ End(gα, gβ) satisfy the estimates
‖(En)α,β‖ = O(e
−nλα,β ). In the sequel we will assume that λ > 0 is chosen
so small that this is the minimum of the λα,β’s.
Lemma 3.20.
∥∥∥(Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1)− 1)α,β∥∥∥ = O(e−nλα,β ).
Proof. Notice first that
Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1) = lim
k→∞
(1 +En)(1 + En+1) . . . (1 + En+k).
Let C > 0 be a constant such that for every α, β, and every n ∈ N, we have
|(En)α,β | ≤ Ce
−nλα,β .
We fix n. For every integer k ≥ 0, let Fn,k ∈ End(g) defined by
1 + Fn,k = (1 + En)(1 + En+1) . . . (1 + En+k).
Set Cn,k > 0 to be the smallest constant such that
‖(Fn,k)α,β‖ ≤ Cn,ke
−λα,βn for every α, β.
To prove the lemma we just need to prove that Cn,k is bounded indepen-
dently of k and n by a constant. Notice that Cn,0 ≤ C for every n.
From the relation Fn,k = Fn,k−1+En+k+Fn,k−1En+k, and the inequalities
(3), we get
‖(Fn,k)α,β‖ ≤ e
−λα,βn(Cn,k−1(1 + Cde
−λk) +Ce−λk).
Introducing the numbers
γk = 1 + Cde
−λk and εk = Ce
−λk
we get the estimates
Cn,k ≤ γkCn,k−1 + εk.
Denoting by Γ the infinite product Γ = γ1 . . . γk . . ., we get by induction on
k
Cn,k ≤
ΓC
1− e−λ
<∞
and this ends the proof of the lemma since the term on the right hand side
of the last inequality does not depend neither on n nor k. 
To conclude, notice that(
Ad(enκµG )(Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1)− 1)Ad(e−nκµG )
)
α,β
=
= en(λα−λβ)(Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1)− 1)α,β
and apply Lemma 3.20 to get that
‖Ad(subn)α,β‖ =
∥∥∥Ad (enκµGk(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1e−nκµG )α,β∥∥∥ =
=
∥∥∥(1 + Ad(enκµG )(Ad(k(ω, n)k(ω,∞)−1)− 1)Ad(e−nκµG ))α,β∥∥∥ ≤
≤ 1 +O
(
en(λα−λβ−λα,β)
)
= O(eλn).
This being valid for every sufficiently small λ > 0, the theorem follows. 
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4. Some facts from Ergodic Theory
In this section, there are no new results. We only review some facts that
will serve in our argument in the next sections.
4.1. Measurable partitions subordinate to locally free actions. Sup-
pose µ is a Radon measure on a Polish space Y (which we do not assume
to be compact) and let B be the σ-algebra of Borel sets. Given a partition
P, for a point y ∈ Y , Py denotes the element of P containing y. A parti-
tion of the measure space (Y,B, µ) is said to be measurable if the sets Py
are measurable, up to measure zero, the quotient space Y/P is separated
by a countable number of measurable sets. See [23] for a discussion about
measurable partitions.
We recall the notion of desintegration of measures. Let Z ⊂ Y be a
measurable set of positive finite measure of Y and let µ|Z be the restriction
of µ to Z. For any measurable partition Π of (Z,B ∩ Z, µ|Z), there exists a
family of probability measures µPz (which depend measurably in the atoms
of P) such that µPz is supported in the atom Pz for µ|z a.e. z ∈ Z and we
have the following equality:
µ(C) =
∫
Z
µPz (C) dµ(z)
for every µ measurable set C.
Suppose H × Y → Y is a continuous action of a locally compact second
countable topological group H (which for us will be a Lie group). We equip
H with a right invariant metric and let BHr (t) be the ball of radius r > 0
centered at t ∈ H. Suppose the action is locally free in the following sense:
For every compact set Z ⊂ Y , there exists η > 0, such that for all y ∈ K, t ∈
BHη (e), if ty = y, then t = e.
Definition 4.1. Let x ∈ X. A set A ⊂ Hx is an open H-plaque if for every
a ∈ A, the set {t : ta ∈ A} is open and bounded.
Given two measures µ, ν we write µ ∝ ν if there exists c > 0 such that
µ = cν. We now recall the notion of leaf-wise measures for a measure µ in
Y with a locally free action. The following theorem can be found in [29,
Thm.6.3] in the language of σ-algebras, we refer the reader to [29, Sec.6]
and the reference therein for more details.
Theorem 4.2 (Leaf-wise measures and subordinate partitions). Assume
the conditions above and moreover that for µ a.e. y ∈ Y , StabH(y) :=
{t ∈ H : ty = t} = {e}. Then there exists a collection {µHy }y∈Y ′ of Radon
measures on H called the leaf-wise measures which are determined uniquely
up to proportionality by the following properties:
(1) The domain Y ′ ⊂ Y has full measure.
(2) For every f ∈ Cc(H), the map y →
∫
fdµHy is Borel measurable.
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(3) Suppose that Z ⊂ Y is a compact set and there is a measurable
partition of Z, such that for µ-a.e. y ∈ Z, the atom Py is an open
H-plaque. Then for µ-a.e. y ∈ Z:
(µ|Z)
P
y ∝ µ
H
y |Py
(4) The identity element of e ∈ H belongs to the support of µHy for µ-a.e.
y ∈ Y .
Remark 4.3. (1) Observe that the measure µ is not required to be H-
invariant, µHY is generally not a probability measure and Y is not
assumed to be compact.
(2) A partition P satisfying Condition 3 will be called a partition of
Z ⊂ Y subordinate to H-orbits. Such a partition always exists. See
proof of [29, Thm.6.3], it also follows easily from Lemma 5.1.
The following proposition also follows from the proof of [29, Thm.6.3], see
[29, Pr. 6.28].
Proposition 4.4 (T-invariance implies Haar leafwise measures). Assume
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2. Then, a Radon measure µ on Y is H-
invariant if and only if for µ a.e. y ∈ Y the measure µHy coincides with
the left Haar measure on H.
4.2. Ergodic decomposition. SupposeH×X → X is a continuous action
of a second countable locally compact group H (which for us will be either
a Lie group or a discrete countable group) on a compact metric space X.
Let B be the σ-algebra of Borel sets and let M(X) be the set of probability
measures on X with respect with the weak-∗ topology. Let MH(X) be
the set of probability measures on X which are H-invariant. MH(X) is
a closed subset of M(X). A probability measure MH(X) is ergodic if it
cannot be written as a convex combination of probability measuresMH(X)
in a non-trivial way.
We have the following version of the ergodic decomposition Theorem for
H-actions:
Theorem 4.5 (Ergodic decomposition for invariant measures). Suppose µ is
a H-invariant probability measure on X. Then there exists a unique probabil-
ity measure λ on MH(X) and a measurable map π : (X,µ)→ (MH(X), λ)
such that for µ-a.e. x ∈ X, the projection π(x) is a H-ergodic invariant
measure and such that for every Borel function f on X we have:∫
X
fdµ =
∫
MH(X)
(∫
X
fdπ(x)
)
dλ.
There is a similar theorem for actions preserving a stationary measure
which we recall. Let ν be a probability measure on a locally compact group
G. A probability measure µ on X is said to be ν-stationary if ν ∗ µ = µ (∗
denotes convolution). We let Mν be the set of ν-stationary measures on X.
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Theorem 4.6 (Ergodic decomposition for stationary measures). Suppose ν
is a probability measure on G, and µ is a ν-stationary measure for an action
of G on a compact metric space X. Then there exists a unique probability
measure λ on Mν(X) and a measurable map π : (X, ν)→ (Mν(X), λ) such
that for µ-a.e. x ∈ X, π(x) is an ergodic ν-stationary probability measure
and such that for every Borel function f on X we have:
∫
X
fdµ =
∫
Mν(X)
(∫
X
fdπ(x)
)
dλ.
See [17, Lemma B.11].
4.2.1. Random walks and the suspension space. Suppose that ν is a proba-
bility measure on G, G×X → X is an action of G on a compact metric space
X and µ is a ν-stationary probability measure on X, there is an associated
suspension space
(S(X), µS(X)) := (G
N∗ ×X, ν⊗N
∗
⊗ µ)
and a measure preserving map
S((gn)n, x) := ((gn+1)n, g1(x)).
The following result is classical, we refer to [42, Thm.2.1.] and references
therein.
Theorem 4.7 (Random Ergodic Theorem). The measure µ is ergodic as a
ν-stationary measure on X if and only if the probability measure µS(X) is
S-ergodic.
From this and Birkhoff’s ergodic Theorem we have:
Corollary 4.8. Suppose that ν is a probability measure on G, G×X → X
is an action of G on a compact metric space X and µ is a ν-stationary
ergodic probability measure on X. Then for any f ∈ C(X) and ν⊗N
∗
a.e.
sequence (gn)n and µ a.e. x ∈ X, if we let l1 := g1 and ln := gnln−1, then:
1
N
N∑
n=1
f(ln(x))→
∫
X
fdµ.
5. A laminated G-space by Lipschitz oriented unidimensional
manifolds
In this section, we associate to a left-orderable lattice in a semi-simple Lie
group G with finite center, a laminated G-space by Lipschitz unidimensional
manifolds. This space appears as the suspension of a Γ-space called the
almost-periodic space, whose contruction relies on the combination of the
works [25] and [27]. We begin by an expository section on laminations by
Lipschitz manifolds.
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5.1. Laminated structure. In this section we prove that any locally free
flow has a local product structure. This statement is presumably well-
known, but since we did not found any reference we include a proof, filling
a gap in [25].
5.1.1. Definition. A lamination by Lipschitz manifolds (of dimension r) of
a topological space Z is the data of a maximal set of homeomorphisms
ϕi : Ui → B × Ti, where {Ui}i is a covering of Z by open subsets, B =
Br ⊂ Rr an open ball in the standard euclidean space Rr, and where the
homeomorphisms ϕi ◦ ϕ
−1
j : ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj) → ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) preserve the local
fibrations by balls B × Ti → Ti – namely they are of the form (xj , τj) 7→
(xi(xj , τj), τi(τj)) – and satisfy that each xj , τj in the domain of xj has a
neighborhood V on which we have, for a certain constant ξV ,
d(xi(x
′
j, τ
′
j), xi(x
′′
j , τ
′
j)) ≤ ξV d(xj , xj′)
for every x′j, x
′′
j , τ
′
j such that (x
′
j, τ
′
j), (x
′′
j , τ
′
j) ∈ V, where d is the euclidean
distance on B. The lamination is oriented if the changes of coordinates
preserve orientation along the plaques B × {ti}. Its dimension is r.
Lemma 5.1 (Flow boxes). Let Z be a completely Hausdorff space (namely
any two distinct points can be separated by a continuous function), and H :
R×Z → Z a locally free action of R on Z. Then every point x ∈ Z admits a
neighborhood U which is homeomorphic the product I ×T of a neighborhood
0 ∈ I ⊂ R of the origin in R with a topological space T (called transversal
space) in such a way that the action of R on U is given by t·(s, τ) = (t+s, τ)
in a neighborhood of (0, x) ∈ R × Z. The changes of coordinates are of the
form (s, τ) 7→ (s′ = s + sτ , τ
′ = τ ′(τ)) where τ 7→ sτ and τ 7→ τ
′(τ) are
continuous. In particular, the set of all these coordinates provides Z with
a structure of an oriented lamination by Lipschitz manifolds of dimension
one.
The neighborhood U and the coordinate system (s, τ) provided by Lemma
5.1 will be called a flow box.
Proof. Introduce the space C1H(Z) whose elements are continuous functions
f : Z → R that are C1 along the H-orbits, and whose derivative H · f :=
limt→0
df◦H(t,.)
dt is continuous.
The existence of such functions can be established using convolutions.
Namely, let mR be a probability measure on R having compact support
and a smooth density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R. For every
f ∈ C0(Z), the function F : Z → R defined by F (x) :=
∫
R f(H(t, x))mR(dt)
is of class C1.
Notice that if mR weakly converges to the Dirac measure at the origin
0 ∈ R, then F converges to f uniformly on compact subsets. Hence, if we
choose two distinct points in the same H-orbit, and an f taking distinct
values at these two points, the function F have the same property as soon
as mR is close to the Dirac mass at e. In particular, there exists a point
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in that H-orbit at which the derivative H · F does not vanish. Since that
H-orbit is homogeneous, we have proved the following
Given x ∈ Z, there exists a function F ∈ C1H(Z) such that H · F (x) 6= 0.
We can then assume that F (x) = 0 and H · F = 1. Take a neighborhood
of x on which the derivative H · F ≥ 1/2. Along each piece of trajectory
passing sufficiently close to x, there is a unique point where the function F
vanishes. Hence, the Lemma is proved by defining the transversal space T
as being the intersection of {F = 0} with a sufficiently close neighborhood
of x, and V a sufficiently close neighborhood of 0 ∈ R. 
5.1.2. Measurable volume forms and family of measures. Let L be a lamina-
tion by Lipschitz manifolds that is oriented. Recall that a locally Lipschitz
map between two euclidean domains is differentiable almost everywhere with
respect to the Lebesgue measure. Hence, we have a well defined concept
of measurable volume form on L. Such an object writes in the coordi-
nates (xi, τi) as ω = ωidx
r
i , where dx
r
i is the euclidean volume of R
r and
ωi : B
r × Ti → R a positive function, which is measurable, with bounded
logarithm, and well-defined modulo changing its values on a set which in-
tersects every plaque Br × {τi} on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. These
expressions are related one to the other by the change of coordinates rules
for volume forms: ωj(xj, τj) = ωj(xj(xi, τi), τj(τi)) ·
dxrj
dxri
. If the lamination
is oriented, it is always possible, using partition of unity, to construct a
measurable volume form. In the example of the one dimensional lamination
associated to a locally free flow (see Lemma 5.1), the time form expressed
by ds provides an example of measurable volume form.
A measurable volume form ω on a lamination L induces a family of Radon
measures {µωL}L leaf of L on the leaves of L, defined by the formula
µωL(A) =
∫
ϕi(A)∩Br×{τi}
ωi(xi, τi)dx
r
i ,
for any set A ⊂ L contained in a plaque ϕ−1i (B × {τi}). If the set A is not
contained in a plaque, the definition of its measures requires a partition of
unity. We leave this to the reader. When the dependance on ω is clear, we
will omit it.
We will call a family of leafwise Radon measures {µL}L leaf of L contin-
uous (resp. measurable) if in every chart (xi, τi) : Ui → B × Ti, and any
continuous function f ∈ Cc(Ui) with compact support (resp. every bounded
measurable function), the function τi 7→
∫
ϕ−1i (τi)
f|ϕ−1i (τi)
dµLτi is continu-
ous (resp. measurable), where Lτi is the leaf of L containing the plaque
ϕ−1(B×{τi}). This definition does not depend upon the chosen coordinate
system.
Assume now that the lamination L is one dimensional, oriented, and with-
out circular leaf. Let ω be a measurable volume form on L and {µL}L leaf of L
the induced family of leafwise measures. Let {dL}L leaf of L be the family of
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distances defined by
dL(x, y) = µL([x, y]) for every x, y ∈ L
where [x, y] ⊂ L is the interval between x and y in L (recall that L is assumed
not to be a circle). We have the property that in a chart ϕi : Ui → B × Ti
of the lamination structure, the function
(4) (x, y, τi) ∈ B ×B × Ti 7→ dLτi (ϕ
−1
i (x, τi), ϕ
−1
i (y, τi)) ∈ [0,+∞)
is measurable, where in this formula Lτi is the leaf of L containing the plaque
ϕ−1i (B×{τi}). In this situation, we will adopt the following notation: given
a point x ∈ Z and a real number s ∈ R, we denote by x + s the unique
element such that dL(x, x+ s) = |s|, and if s 6= 0, the orientation from x to
x+ s correspond to the orientation of L if s is positive and to the reversing
orientation if s is negative. Analogously, given two points x, y lying in the
same leaf L, we denote by y − x the unique real number s ∈ R such that
x+ s = y.
To conclude these generalities, assume that the family of measures {µL}L leaf of L
is continuous. Then the family of distances {dL}L leaf of L is also continuous,
in the sense that the functions (4) are continuous. In particular, one can
then define a continuous local flow acting on the lamination freely, by the
formula T tZ(x) = x+t, for (t, x) in a neighborhood of {0}×Z in R×Z. Note
that the Lipschitz lamination structure associated to this flow (see Lemma
5.1) is the original Lipschitz structure, and the volume form ω is the form
ds in the atlas given by Lemma 5.1.
5.1.3. Transverse invariant measures.
Definition 5.2. Given a lamination L by Lipschitz manifolds of a space Z,
a transverse invariant measure is a family {µTi}i of Radon measures on the
transversal spaces Ti’s given by the lamination structure (with the notations
of section 5.1.1) which is such that, for every i, j, the map τj 7→ τi(τj) sends
locally µTj to µTi . It is called ergodic iff for every measurable L-saturated
subset E ⊂ X, there exists δ ∈ {0, 1} such that for every i, the set of ti ∈ Ti’s
such that ϕ−1i (B
r × {ti}) ⊂ E has measure δ.
This concept has been introduced by Plante [54] and does not need the
Lipschitz assumption to be defined. Notice however that given a transverse
invariant measure mtL on a lamination L by Lipschitz manifolds of a space
Z, and a measurable family of leafwise measures µlL = {µL}L leaf of L, one
can define a Radon measure mZ on Z: for each measurable subset A ⊂ Ui
contained in the domain of the laminated coordinates chart ϕi, setmZ(A) :=∫
Ti
µL(A∩ϕ
−1
i (B×{τi}) µi(dτi). We denote this measure by µZ = µ
l
L⊗µ
t
L.
Lemma 5.3. Let TZ : R × Z → Z a locally free flow acting on a com-
pletely Hausdorff space Z, and L the lamination associated to it as in Lemma
5.1. We denote by µlL = {µL}L leaf of L the Lebesgue measure in the time
parametrization of the TZ-trajectories. Then, the map µ
t
L 7→ µ
l
L ⊗ µ
t
L is a
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bijection between the set of transverse invariant measures on L and the set
of Radon measures on Z invariant by TZ . This correspondance preverves
the concepts of ergodicity on both sides.
Proof. The measure µlTZ ⊗mL is invariant by the flow TZ , so the map of the
lemma is well-defined. We just need to construct the inverse map. Given
a Radon measure µZ on Z which is TZ-invariant, its desintegration with
respect to the plaques in a laminated chart writes µZ =
∫
Ti
µB1×{τi} µTi(dτi)
for some measure µTi on Ti, and some measurable family {µB1×{τi}}τi∈Ti of
measures supported on B1×{τi}. By unicity of the desintegration, and the
invariance of µZ by TZ , the measures µB1×{τi} are the Lebesgue measure in
the time parametrization of the TZ-trajectories multiplied by some constant
c(τi). Up to multiplying µTi by the function τi 7→ 1/c(τi), we can assume
that c(τi) = 1. The family of measures {µTi}i defines the desired transverse
invariant measure µtL. 
5.2. The almost-periodic space.
5.2.1. Construction. Let Γ be a finitely generated group, and l : Γ→ [0,∞)
be the length function on Γ with respect to a finite set of generators S. Let µΓ
be a symmetric probability measure on Γ of full support, and which satisfies
the following L2 moment condition with respect to the length function:∫
l(γ)2 µΓ(dγ) <∞.
Discretization measures on a lattice satisfy such a moment estimates.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that Γ is left-orderable. Then there exists a non
empty compact space Z, a flow TZ = {T
t
Z}t∈R acting freely on Z, and an
action of Γ on Z, such that
(1) Γ has no global fixed point,
(2) each TZ-trajectory is Γ-invariant (with the freeness of TZ this pro-
duces a unique function t : Γ × Z → R such that γ(p) = T t(γ,p)Z for
every (γ, p) ∈ Γ× Z),
(3) for each p ∈ Z we have the following zero mean displacement prop-
erty: ∫
Γ
t(γ, p) µΓ(γ) = 0.
Moreover, we can assume that TZ is minimal – namely that TZ-trajectories
are dense in Z – and this is what we will do in the sequel.
Proof. Let S ⊂ Γ be a symmetric finite subset that generates Γ and that
contains e. Fix some constants ξ ≥ 1, and δ,∆ > 0, and let Z ′ = Z ′ξ,δ,∆ be
the set of representations ρ : Γ → Homeo+(R) satisfying the following four
conditions:
(1) Bounded displacement from above: |ρ(γ)(x)−x| ≤ ∆ for every
x ∈ R,
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(2) Bounded displacement from below:
∫
Γ(γ(x)− x)
2 µΓ(dγ) ≥ δ
2
for every x ∈ R,
(3) Lipschitz regularity: for every γ ∈ S, ρ(γ) is ξ-Lipschitz,
(4) Harmonicity:
∫
ρ(γ)(x) µΓ(dγ) = x for every x ∈ R.
Notice that the integral in the second condition converges if we know that
the first condition is fulfilled, because of the L2 moment condition satisfied
by µΓ.
The space Z ′ embeds in Homeo+(R)S by the map ρ 7→ (ρ(γ))γ∈S . We
equip Z ′ with the topology induced by the compact open topology on
Homeo+(R)S restricted to the image of this embedding. An application
of Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem shows that Z ′ is a compact set.
We define a flow TZ′ = {T
t
Z′}t∈R acting on Z
′ by the formula
T tZ′(ρ) := τ−t ◦ ρ ◦ τt
where τt is the translation s 7→ s+ t on R, and the Γ-action by
γ(ρ) := T
ρ(γ)(0)
Z′ (ρ).
Verifying that this is an action is painful but straighforward. We refer to
[25, Lemma 2.2] for more details on this. These actions satisfy that each
TZ′-trajectory is Γ-invariant, and the zero mean displacement property.
The flow TZ′ is not necessarily free however. In that situation, we apply
the following trick: we consider a flow H = {Ht}t∈R acting freely on a non
empty compact space Y , and define a flow TZ and a Γ-action on a space Z
by the following formulas:
• Z := Z ′ × Y ,
• T tZ(ρ, y) := (T
t
Z′(ρ),H
t(y)),
• γ(ρ, y) := (γ(ρ),Hγ(0)(y)) = (T
γ(0)
Z′ (ρ),Hγ(0)(y)).
This flow TZ is free since it projects equivariantly to the free flow H. All
the properties of Theorem 5.4 are satisfied for the space Z together with its
flow TZ , apart from its non emptyness.
So let us explain that we can choose appropriately the constants ξ ≥ 1
and δ,∆ > 0 so that the space Z ′ξ,δ,∆ is non empty. For every positive integer
n, set
mn :=
(µΓ)|Sn
µΓ(Sn)
.
Those are symmetric, finitely supported probability measures on Γ. Let n0
be an integer such that µΓ(S
n) ≥ 1/2 for every n ≥ n0.
For every n, it has been established in [27] that there exists a non trivial
action ρn : Γ→ Homeo
+(R) which is such that for each x ∈ R, we have
(5)
∫
ρn(γ)(x) mn(dγ) = x for every x ∈ R.
Such an action is Lipschitz, more precisely the transformations ρn(γ) are
1/mn(γ)-Lipschitz. In particular, for n ≥ n0, and γ ∈ S, ρn(γ) is ξ-Lipschitz
for ξ := maxγ∈S 2/µΓ(γ).
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For every homeomorphism h ∈ Homeo+(R), and every x ∈ R, define
K(h, x) =
∫
[x,h−1(x)] |h(s)− s| ds. Recall the following observation of Victor
Kleptsyn: the quantity
∫
K(ρn(γ), x) mn(dγ) does not depend on x ∈ R
for every action satisfying (5), see [27, Proof of Proposition 8.1]. So up to
conjugating ρn by an affine transformation, we can assume that the integral∫
K(ρn(γ), x) mn(dγ) is identically equal to 1 for x ∈ R. Since for a ξ-
bilipschitz homeomorphism h, we have
(h(x) − x)2
ξ
≤ K(h, x) ≤ ξ(h(x) − x)2,
we infer first that, for δ = 1/ξ, we have∫
Γ
(ρn(γ)(x) − x)
2 mn(dγ) ≥ δ for every x ∈ R,
and that, setting ∆ = maxγ∈S
√
2/µΓ(γ), we have that for each γ ∈ S, each
n ≥ n0 and each x ∈ R
|ρn(γ)(x)− x| ≤ ∆.
From the sequence ρn choose a subsequence that converges uniformly to
a representation ρ : Γ → Homeo+(R). This is possible by applying Arzela-
Ascoli, since each ρn(γ) for γ ∈ S is Lipschitz and of bounded displacement
with constants that do not depend on n. The L2-moment assumption on µΓ
shows that the limiting representation ρ belongs to Z ′ξ,δ,∆, so this latter set
is non empty, and Theorem 5.4 is proved. 
5.2.2. The Lyapunov cocycle on the almost-periodic space. Denote by CZ ⊂
Z the set of points z such that for every γ ∈ Γ, the following derivative
DLZ (γ, z) = limt→0
γ(z + t)− γ(z)
t
exists and is positive.
Notice the following properties:
(1) The intersection of CZ with any leaf L of LZ has full µL-measure
(since in time parametrization of the leaves by the almost-periodic
flow TZ , the Γ-action is Lipschitz).
(2) CZ is a measurable Γ-invariant set.
(3) DLZ is a multiplicative cocycle, namelyDLZ (γ
′γ, z) = DLZ (γ
′, γ(z))·
DLZ (γ, z) for every γ, γ
′ ∈ Γ and every z ∈ CZ .
(4) For every z ∈ CZ , the function DLZ (·, z) is left µΓ-harmonic.
The first two properties are straighforward, and the last one is a conse-
quence of 3. in Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 5.5. For every TZ-invariant measure µZ on the almost-periodic
space Z, the set CZ has full µZ-measure, and moreover for µZ-a.e. z ∈ Z
and every γ ∈ Γ, the Radon-Nikodym derivative γ
−1
∗ µZ
µZ
(z) equals DLZ (γ, z).
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Proof. Themeasure µZ can be written as µ
l
LZ
⊗µtLZ where µ
l
LZ
= {µL}L leaf of LZ
is the family of leafwise Lebesgue measures in the time parametrization of
the almost-periodic flow, and where µtLZ is a transverse invariant measure
on LZ . Since Γ preserves each trajectory of the almost-periodic flow, it
preserves µtLZ . In particular, for µZ-a.e. z ∈ Z, denoting by L the leaf
containing z
γ−1∗ µZ
µZ
(z) =
γ−1∗ µL
µL
(z) = DLZ (γ, z).

5.2.3. Stationary measures.
Lemma 5.6. Any probability measure µZ on the almost-periodic space Z
which is TZ invariant is µΓ-stationary, namely it satisfies the equation µΓ ∗
µZ = µZ. Moreover, if the measure µΓ is totally invariant, namely γ∗µZ =
µZ for every γ ∈ Γ, then Γ has a non trivial first Betti number.
Proof. The stationarity of µZ is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.5
and the third property of Theorem 5.4. Now, assume that µZ is globally
Γ-invariant and write as in Lemma 5.5 µZ = µ
l
LZ
⊗ µtLZ . Since µ
t
LZ
is Γ-
invariant, this proves that µL is Γ-invariant on mLZ -a.e. leaf L. On those
leaves the action of Γ acts then by translations, and this gives the desired
non trivial morphim to R. 
5.3. The suspension space. The suspension space X is the quotient of
G × Z by the diagonal action of Γ defined by γ(g, z) = (gγ−1, γ(z)). It is
equiped with the natural quotient topology. It is a locally compact space
(compact if Γ is uniform) having the following properties:
There is a G-action by homeomorphisms on the suspension space X, de-
fined by h(g, z) mod Γ = (hg, z) mod Γ.
The suspension space X is a G-equivariant fibration π : X → G/Γ with
fibers homeomorphic to the almost-periodic space Z (the fibration is defined
by π((g, z) mod Γ) = g mod Γ).
The fibers of π are naturally identified with the almost-periodic space, up
to the action of Γ.
5.3.1. Laminated structures. The suspension space carries an oriented lami-
nation LX by unidimensional Lipschitz manifolds, which is invariant by the
G-action, tangent to the fibers of π, and whose restriction to these latter is
the lamination LZ (which is well-defined up to the action of Γ). Formally,
LX is constructed in the following way. Its lift to the universal covering
X˜ = G×Z is the lamination L˜X whose charts are defined by Φ
LX
i : U
LX
i =
G× Ui → I × T
LX
i = I × (G × Ti) with Φi(g, z) = (xi(z), (g, τi(z))), where
ϕi : Ui → I × Ti are the charts of LZ . The change of coordinates are of
the form postulated in 5.1.1. Since the lamination by Lipschitz manifolds
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L˜X is invariant by the action of Γ on G × Z, it induces on the quotient
X = G× Z/Γ the desired lamination by Lipschitz manifolds LX .
The suspension space carries also a lamination GLX whose leaves are
the sets GL where L is a leaf of LX . Formally, it can be defined using
the same system of charts, but with the transverse space TGLXi being the
space Ti, and the plaques the Lipschitz manifold I × G. More precisely,
we will define ΦGLXi : U
GLX
i = G × Ui → B × T
LX
i = (I × G) × Ti) with
Φi(g, z) = ((xi(z), g), τi(z))), where ϕi : Ui → I×Ti are the charts of LZ . For
the same reason as above this system of charts provide the desired structure
of lamination by Lipschitz manifolds GLX .
Given a any probability measure µZ on Z invariant under the almost-
periodic flow is associated a transverse invariant measure µLZ on LZ , see
Lemma 5.3. This transverse invariant measure induces a transverse invariant
measure µGLX onGLX because the holonomy pseudo-groups of LZ andGLX
coincide. Multiplying the transverse invariant measure µGLX by the Haar
measure on the G-orbits gives birth to a transverse invariant measure µLX
on LX , which is invariant by the G-action. (Note that this construction
produces all the G-invariant transverse invariant measures on LX , but there
are plenty of other non G-invariant ones.)
5.3.2. The Lyapunov cocycle on the suspension space. Applying 3. of The-
orem 3.12 to the family of functions {DLZ (·, z)}z∈CZ , we get a function
D˜LZ : G× CZ → (0,+∞) such that:
(1) its restriction to Γ× CZ equals DLZ ,
(2) it is left µBMG -harmonic in the G-coordinate,
(3) it satisfies the cocycle relation
(6)
D˜LZ (gγ, z) = D˜LZ (g, γ(z))DLZ (γ, z) for every γ ∈ Γ, g ∈ G and z ∈ CZ .
(4) it is measurable.
Let CX ⊂ X = Γ\(G × Z) be the quotient of the Γ-invariant set G ×
CZ ⊂ G × Z. The set CX is G-invariant, and moreover, for every leaf Y of
the lamination GLX , CX contains a.e. G-orbits of Y with respect to the
Lebesgue measure class on Y .
Definition 5.7 (The multiplicative cocycle). The multiplicative cocycle
DLX : G× CX → (0,+∞) is defined by the formula
(7)
DLX (g, x) :=
D˜LZ (gh, z)
D˜LZ (h, z)
for every g ∈ G and every x = (h, z) mod Γ ∈ CX .
The fact that the right-hand side does not depend on the point in the
Γ-orbit of (h, z) is a consequence of property 3. above. It clearly satisfies
the multiplicative relation
(8) DLX (g
′g, x) = DLX (g
′, gx) ·DLX (g, x),
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and moreover, it is a measurable function which is left µBMG -harmonic in the
G-coordinate.
Definition 5.8 (The additive cocycle). The Lyapunov (additive) cocycle is
the function c : G× CX → R defined by c := logDLX .
5.3.3. Volume form and leafwise distances/measures on LX . Denote by ωLZ
the time form on LZ associated to the flow TZ : ω is equal to ds in the
coordinates given by Lemma 5.1. Letting p : G× Z → Z be the projection,
consider the form ω˜LX on L˜X defined by the formula
(9) ω˜LX = D˜LZ · p
∗ωZ .
The form ω˜LX can be thought as the family {ω
g
LZ
}g∈G of volume forms on
LZ defined by ω
g
LZ
= D˜LZ (g, ·)ωLZ . We have a corresponding family of
distances {dg = {dgL}L leaf of LZ}g∈G on the leaves of LZ , defined by
(10) dgL(x, y) =
∣∣∣∣
∫ y
x
ωgLZ
∣∣∣∣
for two points x, y that belong to a same leaf L of LZ . Notice that the
distance dg depends harmonically on g ∈ G, and therefore that dkg = dg for
every g ∈ G and every k ∈ K.
We have for every γ ∈ Γ,
γ∗ω˜LX =
(
D˜LZ ◦ γ
)
· p∗(γ∗ωZ) =
(
D˜LZ ◦ γ
)
·DLZ (γ, z)p
∗ωZ .
Because of the cocycle relation (3) satisfied by the function D˜LZ ,
D˜LZ ◦ γ(g, z) = D˜LZ (gγ
−1, γ(z)) = DLZ (γ
−1, γ(z)).
In particular, since DLZ (γ
−1, γ(z))DLZ (γ, z) = 1 by the cocycle relation
(3), we deduce that the form ω˜LX is Γ-invariant, hence defines a measurable
volume form ωLX on LX . Notice that in terms of the distances {d
g}g∈G,
this implies the relation
(11) dgγ
−1
γL (γx, γy) = d
g
L(x, y)
for every γ ∈ Γ, every leaf L of LZ and every couple of points (x, y) ∈ L
2.
The measurable volume form ωLX gives rise to a family of Radon mea-
sures µlLX = {µL}L leaf of LX on the leaves of LX , µL being the absolutely
continuous measure associated to the restriction of ωLX to L as explained
in 5.1.2.
We will use in the sequel the following notation (see section 5.1.2): given
a leaf L of LX , and two points x, y ∈ L, we denote
y − x =
∫ y
x
ωLX ,
and define the distances
dL(x, y) = |y − x| = µL([x, y]) for x, y ∈ L.
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Given an interval I ⊂ L, we will sometimes denote |I| = µL(I).
Proposition 5.9. We have:
0. The family of leafwise measures µlLX = {µL}L leaf of LX is continuous.
1. The family of distances {dL}L leaf of LX is continuous, in the sense that
in a coordinate chart ϕi : Ui → B × Ti of LX , the function (xi, yi, τi) ∈
B2 × Ti 7→ dLτi (ϕ
−1
i (yi, τi), ϕ
−1
i (xi, τi)) ∈ [0,+∞) is continuous.
2. For every leaf L of LX and every pair of points x < y, the function
g ∈ G 7→ g(y)− g(x) ∈ (0,+∞) is a positive µBMG -harmonic function on G.
3. For every x ∈ CX , the function DLX (·, x) is left µ
BM
G -harmonic. More-
over,
DLX (g, x) = limε→0
g(x+ ε)− g(x)
ε
,
and the limit is uniform on compact subsets of G.
4. There exists a constant ξ = ξ(G) such that for every x ∈ CX , the
function c(·, x) is ξ-Lipschitz.
Proof. The two first statements are consequences of the continuity prop-
erty of the extension in the Ledrappier-Ballmann theorem, see item 3. of
Theorem 3.12.
To prove statement 2., notice that for each pair of points x = (h, x′), y =
(h, y′) ∈ G×Z in a same L˜X-leaf (namely x
′, y′ belong to the same LZ-leaf
L)
y − x =
∫ y
x
ωLX =
∫ y′
x′
D˜LZ (h, z
′) µL(dz
′)
so using the cocycle relation (7), we get
(12) gy − gx =
∫ y′
x′
D˜LZ (gh, z
′) µL(dz
′) =
∫ y
x
DLX (g, ·)ωLX
In particular, since the functionDLX is left µ
BM
G -harmonic in the G-variable,
the statement follows.
Let us first prove 3. for a point x = (e, x′) ∈ G × CZ . We then have for
each γ ∈ Γ
DCZ (γ, x
′) = lim
ε→0
γ(x′ + ε)− γ(x′)
ε
=
1
ε
∫ x′+ε
x′
DLZ (γ, y
′)µL(dy),
where in the last formula L is the LZ-leaf containing x
′. Again, the continu-
ity property in Ledrappier-Ballmann theorem, see item 3. of Theorem 3.12,
shows that we get for every g ∈ G
DLX (g, x) = D˜LZ (g, x
′) =
1
ε
∫ x′+ε
x′
D˜LZ (g, y
′)µL(dy) = lim
ε→0
g(x+ ε)− g(x)
ε
.
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The claim follows for such an x. Now, let y ∈ G × CZ and write y = hx
with x = (e, x′) for some x′ ∈ CZ . For every ε, let η = η(ε) such that
h(x+ η) = y + ε. We have ε/η = h(x+ η)− h(x)/η →ε→0 DLX (h, x), and
lim
ε→0
g(y + ε)− g(y)
ε
= lim
ε→0
gh(x+ η)− gh(x)
η
·
η
ε
=
DLX (gh, x)
DLX (h, x)
= DLX (g, y)
by the cocycle relation (8).
The last statement comes from Harnack inequality 3.13 and the fact that
DLX is a positive left µ
BM
G -harmonic function in the G-coordinate. 
5.3.4. Construction of the measure µX . For every g ∈ G, we denote by µ
g
Z
the finite measure on Z defined by
(13) µgZ := D˜LZ (g, ·)µZ .
The measure µgZ is well-defined and finite since D˜LZ is defined on G × CZ ,
CZ has full mZ-measure, and D˜LZ (g, ·) is bounded by Harnack inequality.
Lemma 5.10. The family {µgZ}g∈G of measures on Z satisfies the following
properties
(1) for each g ∈ G and each γ ∈ Γ, µgγ
−1
Z = γ∗µZ, so {µ
g
Z}g∈G induces
a family on measures {µπ−1(gΓ)}gΓ∈G/Γ on X supported on the fibers
of X → G/Γ,
(2) for each g ∈ G, µgZ and µπ−1(gΓ) are probability measures,
(3) The probability measure on X defined by
(14) µX := cst
∫
G/Γ
µgΓZ ηG(dgΓ)
(the constant is a normalizing constant) gives full Lebesgue measure
to CX ,
(4) for every g ∈ G, and µX-a.e. x ∈ X
g−1µX
µX
(x) = DLX (g, x).
(5) µX is µ
BM
G -stationary.
Proof. For the first item, use the cocycle relation (6) to get
µgγ
−1
Z (dz) = D˜LZ (gγ
−1, z)µZ(dz) =
= D˜LZ (g, γ
−1z)DZ(γ
−1, z)µZ(dz) = γ∗µ
g
Z(dz).
We define µπ−1(gΓ) as the measure on X which is the image of the measure
δg ⊗ µ
g
Z on G × Z (here δg is the Delta measure supported on {g}) by the
projection G× Z → X.
For the second, notice that g ∈ G 7→ µgZ(Z) ∈ [0,∞) is Γ-invariant,
by the first item. Formula (13) together with the G-harmonicity of D˜LZ
shows that this function is µBMG -harmonic, hence it needs to be constant as
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a positive harmonic function on G/Γ. This constant is one since µeZ = µZ
is a probability. Hence the second item follows.
The third item follows from the fact that CX = G × CZ and that CZ has
full µZ-measure.
To prove the fourth item, let us observe that the measure µX lifts to G×Z
to the Γ-invariant measure µ˜X =
∫
µhZ ηG(dh), so that given a point x˜ on
the π-fiber of the point x we have g
−1
∗ µX
µX
= g
−1
∗ µ˜X
µ˜X
(x˜). The formula is then
an immediate consequence of the definition (13) of µgZ , and of the cocycle
relation (7).
The last item is a consequence of the fourth one, together with the
symmetry of µBMG and the fact that DLX is left µ
BM
G -harmonic in the G-
coordinates. 
The next result is not truly necessary for our whole argument, but it
will be useful in order to short cut moment arguments related to the non
compacity of the support of µBMG .
Proposition 5.11. Assume TZ is minimal. Let µZ be a probability measure
on Z invariant under TZ, and µX the associated measure on X. For every
probability measure µG on G of type (∗), the measure µX is µG-stationary.
Moreover, the following properties are also satisfied:
1. for every leaf L of LX , and any pair of points x, y ∈ L, the function
g ∈ G 7→ g(y) − g(x) ∈ R is left µG-harmonic.
2. for every x ∈ CX , the function g ∈ G 7→ DLX (g, x) ∈ (0,∞) is left
µG-harmonic.
Proof. By the property 3. of Proposition 5.9, the first point of the Proposi-
tion implies the second.
So let us prove the first point. The function g ∈ G 7→ g∗µX ∈ Prob(X)
is left µBMG -harmonic and bounded. Furstenberg’s theorem shows that it
is also left µG-harmonic. In particular, for µX -a.e. x ∈ X, the function
g ∈ G 7→ g
−1
∗ µX
µX
(x) ∈ (0,∞) is left µG-harmonic. Since we have
g−1∗ µX
µX
(x) =
DLX (g, x), for µX-a.e. x, the function DLX (·, x) is left µG-harmonic. In
particular, for a µX-generic leaf L of LX , the function DLX (·, x) is left µG-
harmonic for µL-a.e. x ∈ L. For every x, y ∈ L, we have
g(y)− g(x) =
∫ y
x
DLX (g, z)µL(dz),
hence, the function g ∈ G 7→ g(y) − g(x) ∈ (0,∞) is left µG-harmonic as
well. We conclude that for a G-invariant set of LX-leaves the property 1. is
satisfied. This set being dense in X by minimality of TZ and by consequence
of the lamination GLX , the continuity property 1. of Proposition 5.9 shows
that the property 1. of our Proposition 5.11 is satisfied. 
We end this section by the following important
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Proposition 5.12. The measure µX is G-invariant if and only if the mea-
sure µZ is Γ-invariant. In particular, if the measure µX is G-invariant, the
first Betti number of Γ is non zero.
Proof. The G-invariance of µX together with the fourth item of Lemma 6.4
imply that for µX-a.e. x the functionDLX (·, x) is identically 1. In particular,
the family of distances {dL}L leaf of LX is also G-invariant, and we conclude
that DLX (·, x) is constant equal to 1 for every x ∈ CX . By restriction to Γ,
this proves that DLZ (·, z) is identically equal to 1 for every z ∈ CZ , and thus
µZ is Γ-invariant. The proof of the reciproque is analogous.
The conclusion of the Proposition follows from Lemma 5.6. 
5.3.5. PW -invariant measures.
Lemma 5.13. Let µZ be a probability measure on Z invariant under TZ ,
and µX the associated measure on X. For any Weyl chamberW, there exists
a unique probability measure µWX on X which satisfies:
1. µWX is PW -invariant and
2.
∫
K k∗µ
W
X ηK(dk) = µX .
Moreover, the set CX has full µWX -measure.
Proof. The function g ∈ G 7→ F (g) = g−1∗ µX ∈ Prob(X) is left µG-harmonic
because µG is symmetric. It also satisfies the following equivariance with
respect to the G-actions on itself on the right and on Prob(X):
F (gh−1) = h∗F (g) for every g, h ∈ G.
The Poisson formula, see Theorem 3.9, shows that there exists a unique
measurable function f : G→ Prob(X) which is left PW -invariant and which
is such that
∫
K f(kg) ηK(dk) = F (g) for every g ∈ G. By unicity of the
function f , this latter satisfies the same equivariance property f(gh−1) =
h∗f(g) for every g, h ∈ G.
The measure µWX = f(e) is then PW -invariant, and the second condition
of the Lemma is a consequence of
∫
K f(k) ηK(dk) = F (e).
The unicity of µWX is a consequence of the unicity of the solution in the
Poisson formula as well.
For the last assertion of the Lemma, observe that, the set CX being K-
invariant, we have µWX (CX) = k∗µ
W
X (CX), hence
µWX (CX) =
∫
K
k∗µ
W
X ηK(dk) = µX(CX) = 1.

6. Global contraction: random estimates
This is the first section dedicated in establishing contraction properties
of the action of G along the lamination LX . The following concepts will be
central:
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Definition 6.1. A sequence (gn)n∈N of elements of G has the local con-
traction property with respect to a measure µ on X if for µ-a.e. x, there
exists εx > 0 such that for any y ∈ Lx satisfying dLx(x, y) ≤ εx, the distance
dLx(ln(y), ln(x)) tends to zero when n goes to infinity, where we recall the
notation ln = gn . . . g1.
A sequence (gn)n∈N has the global contraction property with respect to
µ if it has the local contraction property and if we can choose εx = ∞ for
µ-a.e. x ∈ X.
We will also use the following terminology: we will say that an element
g ∈ G (resp. a ∈ g) has the local/global contraction property with respect to
µ if the sequence (gn)n∈N of iterates of g (resp. if the sequence (exp(na))n∈N)
has the given property.
Here we establish a global contraction property of the random walk on G
induced by a probability measure µG of type (∗) along the LX-lamination,
namely we prove that µNG-a.e. sequence (gn)n∈N has the global contraction
property with respect to µX .
6.1. Qualitative estimates.
Definition 6.2. An action of a group Γ on R has the global contraction
property if there exists a compact set K ⊂ R such that for every compact
interval I ⊂ R, and every ε > 0, there exists an element γ ∈ Γ such that
γ(I) is contained in K and its length is bounded by ε.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that Γ is an irreducible lattice in a connected
semi-simple Lie group of rank ≥ 2 and finite center. Then, any action of
Γ on the real line by orientation preserving homeomorphism and without a
global fixed point has the global contraction property.
Proof. An action of Γ on the real line by orientation preserving homeomor-
phisms and without a global fixed point is of one of the following types (see
[28, ] and the references therein).
(1) It has a discrete orbit.
(2) It commutes with a fixed point free homeomorphism of R.
(3) It has the global contraction property.
The first case cannot occur since otherwise the group Γ would have a non
trivial morphism to the integer, and this is impossible by Proposition 2.1.
The second case cannot happen neither. Indeed, suppose by contradiction
that an action of Γ on R without global fixed point is of type 2. Notice that
semi-conjugation does not alter type 2. or 3., so we can assume that our
action is minimal. In such a situation Ghys [37] proved that there exists a
surjective morphism q : G→ PSL(2,R) so that the action of Γ on R ≃ R˜P 1 is
a lift of the action q|Γ of Γ on the projective line RP
1. The central extension
r : P˜SL(2,R) → PSL(2,R) (the universal covering of PSL(2,R)) lifts to a
central extension q : G˜→ G (defined as G˜ := {(g, x) ∈ G×PSL(2,R) | q(g) =
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r(x)}). The group G˜ is connected since otherwise the map q would lift to a
map from a finite covering of G to P˜SL(2,R), and this is impossible since a
semi-simple Lie group with finite center do not have non trivial morphisms
to P˜SL(2,R). The group Γ lifts to G˜, and so the lattice q−1(Γ) ⊂ G˜ is
isomorphic to the product Γ × Z, in particular has a non vanishing first
Betti number. Proposition 2.1 then gives the desired contradiction.
Hence any action of Γ on the real line without global fixed point is of type
3., and the proof follows. 
6.2. Quantitative estimates.
Proposition 6.4. Assume that TZ is minimal and that the restriction of
the Γ-action to any TZ-trajectory has the global contraction property. Fix a
probability measure µG on G of type (∗). Then given a leaf L of LX , and
two points x, y ∈ L, we have for µNG-a.e. (gn)n
dlnL (ln(x), ln(y))→ 0,
where as usual ln = gn . . . g1.
Proof. The argument is similar to [27, Proof of Theorem 7.2].
Let K ⊂ G/Γ be a compact set on which the left random walk induced by
µG is recurrent, namely for every p ∈ G/Γ, and µ
N
G-a.e. sequence (gn)n ∈ G
N,
the point gn . . . g1(p) belongs toK for an infinite number of times. We denote
by K˜ the preimage of K in X.
Given two numbers l, ε > 0, there exists a probability p = pl,ε > 0 and
an integer N such that for every point x ∈ K˜, denoting Lx the leaf of LX
containing x
P (dlNL(lN (y), lN (x)) ≤ ε) ≥ p for every y ∈ Lx such that dLx(x, y) ≤ l.
This is due to the compacity of K˜ and the strong contraction property on
the support of mZ .
For every x ∈ K˜, we denote by Ux ⊂ G the subset formed by elements
h ∈ G such that the length of the interval
h([x− l, x+ l]) ⊂ Lh(x)
is bounded by ε. We have µ∗NG (Ux) ≥ p. We will prove that for every x in
the support of µX and µ
N
G-a.e. (gn)n ∈ G
N, there exists an infinite number
of n’s such that gn+N . . . gn+1 ∈ Ugn...g1(x).
Indeed, introduce the probability p(x) that this happens at least once, for
x in the support of µX . We have, by the Markov property
p(x) = µ∗NG (Ux) +
∫
G\Ux
p(g(x)) µ∗NG (g)
and so the infimum p− = inf p(x) for x in the support of µX satisfies p− ≥
p+ (1− p)p−. We infer p− = 1, and so p(x) = 1 for every x in the support
of µX . The Markov property shows that indeed, the same event happens an
infinite number of times.
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Now, the Martingale theorem tells us that for every x ∈ X, every y ∈ Lx,
and µNG-a.e. (gn)n, the length of the interval [ln(x), ln(y)] tends to a finite
limit l(x, y, (gn)n) when n tends to infinity. Denote by El ⊂ G
N the subset of
sequences for which this limit is strictly bounded by l. For n large enough,
the length of the interval [ln(x), ln(y)] is bounded by l. Applying what
precedes, for µNG a.e. element of El, there exists an infinite number of values
of n so that ln+N ∈ Ugn...g1(x). We infer that there exists an infinite number
of n so that
|ln([x, y])| ≤ l and |gn+N . . . gn+1([ln(x)− l, ln(x) + l])| ≤ ε.
For those n’s we have |ln+N ([x, y])| ≤ ε, and consequently for µ
N
G-a.e.
(gn)n ∈ El
l(x, y, (gn)n) ≤ ε.
This being valid for every l > 0 and every ε, the conclusion follows. 
6.3. Ergodicity of the measures µX and µ
W
X .
Lemma 6.5. Let mZ be a probability measure on the almost-periodic space
Z which is invariant by the flow TZ and ergodic. Assume that TZ is minimal,
and that the restriction of the action of Γ to any TZ-trajectory has the strong
contraction property. Let µG be a probability measure on G of type (∗) and
W a Weyl chamber. Let µX be the associated µG-harmonic measure on X,
and µWX the unique PW -invariant measure on X whose K-average is µX .
Then µX is ergodic as a µG-stationary probability measure on X and µ
W
X is
PW -ergodic.
Proof. Let f ∈ L1(µX). Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem for stationary measures
shows that there exists a function f ∈ L1(X) which is such that for µX-a.e.
x ∈ X and µNG-a.e. g = (gn)n ∈ G
N, if we let ln := gnln−1, then
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
n=1
f(ln(x)) = f(x).
Moreover, a consequence of the ergodic decomposition for stationary mea-
sure is that the restriction of f to µX-a.e. G-orbit is constant µG-a.e.
The key observation is that, by Proposition 6.4, the function f is constant
on µX-a.e. leaf of LX . In particular, its restriction to µX-a.e. leaf of the
lamination GLX is constant a.e. wrt the product of the Haar measure on G
by the measures mL on the leaves L of LX , namely wrt the desintegrations
of the measure µX along the leaves of GLX . In particular, up to changing
the values of f on a set of µX-measure zero, we can assume that f is constant
on µX-a.e. leaf of GLX .
Denoting p : G × Z → X the universal covering of X, this means that
there exists a function h ∈ L1(mZ), such that f ◦ p(g, z) = h(z) for ηG-a.e.
g ∈ G and mZ -a.e. z ∈ Z. Furthermore h is constant along mZ-a.e. TZ .
By ergodicity of mZ with respect to the flow TZ , the function h is constant
mZ-a.e., and consequently f is constant µX-a.e.
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
6.4. Exponential estimates. In this section we establish global exponen-
tial contraction along the lamination LX by the random walk induced by a
probability measure µG on G of type (∗).
Lemma 6.6. The Lyapunov exponent with respect to µG
χµG :=
∫
c(g, x) µG(dg) µX(dx)
is negative, unless the measure µX is globally G-invariant. In particular, if
Γ has zero first Betti number, χµG is negative.
Proof. For µX-a.e. x ∈ X, the function c(·, x) is the logarithm of a µG-
harmonic function, hence the concavity of logarithm gives∫
G
c(g, x) µG(dg) ≤ 0
with equality iff c(·, x) is constant a.e. In particular, we have χµG ≥ 0 with
equality iff for µX -a.e. x ∈ X the function DLX (·, x) is constant equal to 1.
This implies that µX is G-invariant because for µX -a.e. x, we have
DLX (g, x) =
g−1∗ µX
µX
(x)
by Lemma . The conclusion follows from Proposition 5.12. 
Lemma 6.7. Assume that G does not preserve µX . Choose χ+ such that
χµG < χ+ < 0. Then, for µX-a.e. x ∈ X and µ
N∗
G -a.e. (gn)n, there exists
ε = ε(x, (gn)n) > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
log |ln([x− ε, x+ ε])| ≤ χ+,
where ln = gn . . . g1
Proof. We introduce the family of functions, for η > 0,
cη(g, x) = sup
0<|ǫ|<η
log
(
g(x + ε)− g(x)
ε
)
.
Those functions belong to L∞(µG ⊗ µX) by the Harnack inequality. The
third property of Proposition 5.9 shows that cη converges simply to c when
η tends to 0. Hence the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies∫
G×X cη(g, x) µG(dg) µX(dx) →η→0 χµG . Hence there exists η0 > 0 such
that ∫
G×X
cη0(g, x) µG(dg) µX(dx) < χ+.
Now introduce the measure space (S(X),mS(X)) = (X×G
N∗ , µX⊗µ
⊗N∗
G )
and the measure preserving map S(x, (gn)n) = (g1(x), (gn+1)n). Since µX is
an ergodic µG-stationary measure by Lemma 6.5, the Random Ergodic The-
orem 4.7 shows that the system (S(X),mS(X), S) is ergodic. The Birkhoff
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ergodic theorem applied to the L∞(mS(X))-function (x, (gn)n) 7→ cη0(x, g1)
shows that for µX-a.e. x, and µ
N∗
G -a.e. (gn)n,
1
n
(cη0(x0, g1) + . . .+ cη0(xn−1, gn))→
∫
cη0 dµG dµX < χ+,
where x0 = x and xn = ln(x). So there exists a constant such that for every
n ≥ 1
cη0(x0, g1) + . . .+ cη0(xn−1, gn) ≤ C + nχ+.
Take a number 0 < ε < η0. We have, with the convention l0 = e,
log
(
|ln([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
=
= log
(
|g1([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
+ . . . + log
(
|gn(ln−1([x, x+ ε]))|
|ln−1([x, x+ ε])|
)
,
so as long as none of the lengths of the intervals
l1([x, x+ ε]), . . . , ln−1([x, x + ε])
exceed η0, we will get the following bound
log
(
|ln([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
≤ cη0(x0, g1) + . . .+ cη0(xn−1, gn) ≤ C + nχ+.
or in other words
(15) |ln([x, x+ ε])| ≤ ε exp(C + χ+n).
Because the function n 7→ exp(C + χ+n) tends to 0 at infinity, it is
bounded. It is thus possible to choose ε > 0 so small that the value ε exp(C+
χ+n) is bounded by η0 for every n. By induction, we will then have that
(16) is satisfied for every integer.
Reasoning similarly with a negative ε finishes the proof of the Proposition.

Proposition 6.8. Let mZ be a probability measure on the almost-periodic
space invariant and ergodic under the flow TZ . Assume that all actions in
the support of mZ have the global contraction property. Choose χ+ such that
χµG < χ+ < 0. Then for µX-generic leaf L of LX , and two points x, y ∈ L,
we have for µNG-a.e. (gn)n
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log |[ln(x), ln(y)]| ≤ χ
+.
Proof. For ε0 > 0 small enough, the subset E ⊂ S(X) formed by couples
(x, (gn)n) such that ε(x, (gn)n) ≥ ε0, where ε(x, (gn)n) is the number con-
structed in Lemma 6.7, has positive mS(X)-measure (for the construction of
S(X) and mS(X), see the proof of Lemma 6.7).
For µX -a.e. x ∈ X, we know by Proposition 6.4 that
lim
n→∞
|[ln(x− s), ln(x+ s)]| = 0,
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for every number s > 0. Moreover, by ergodicity of the system (S(X), S,mS(X)),
we also know that the trajectory (Sk(x, (gn)n))k visit infinitely many times
the set E.
Combining these two properties, we see that there exists some integer k
such that at the same time the length of the interval [lk(x − s), lk(x + s)]
is smaller than ε0, and the iterate S
k(x, (gn)n) belongs to the set E. From
this we deduce easily the estimates
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log |[ln(x− s), ln(x+ s)]| ≤ χ
+,
and the conclusion follows. 
7. Global contraction: deterministic estimates
The goal of this section is to prove that for each Weyl chamber W, there
exists an open half space contained in a whose elements have the global con-
traction property with respect to µWX . We prove moreover that it intersects
the interior of W. See corollary 7.8.
7.1. Lyapunov functional for the A-action on X and local contrac-
tion. In this section we assume that µX is the µG-stationary measure on
the suspension X corresponding to a probability measure on Z which is
invariant and ergodic for the almost-periodic flow, constructed in section
5.3.4. Recall that given a Weyl chamber W ⊂ a we have a corresponding
measure µWX which is PW -invariant and PW -ergodic by Lemma 6.5. Recall
the Lyapunov cocycle defined in 5.8, which is well-defined for µWX a.e. x ∈ X
by Lemma 5.13. We define the Lyapunov exponent for the A-action relative
to µWX to be the function χW : a→ R defined by:
χW(a) :=
∫
X
c(ea, x) µWX (dx)
The A-invariance of µWX and the cocycle property implies that χW is a
linear functional on A.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose µWX is a PW -invariant PW -ergodic measure on X and
assume that the function x→ c(g, x) is µWX integrable for every g ∈ G. Let
b ∈ a such that χW(b) < 0. Then for µ
W
X a.e. x ∈ X, e
b has the local
contraction property with respect to µWX .
Notice that the integrability condition is fulfilled thanks to the Harnack
inequality, see the fourth item of Proposition 5.9. The proof is similar to
the proof of Lemma 6.7, but as the measure µWX is not e
b-ergodic a priori
we need the following:
Proposition 7.2. For a.e. eb-ergodic component of µWX , we have∫
X
c(eb, x) dν(dx) = χW(b).
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Therefore, this integral does not depend on the eb-ergodic component of µWX .
Proof. Denote by Mb(X) the set of eb-invariant probability measures, and
let (X,µWX ) → (M
b(X), λ) be the ergodic decomposition of µWX given in
4.5. We have a continuous action of the centralizer Cb of e
b in G on Mb(X)
coming from the action of G on X. By unicity of the ergodic decomposition,
this action preserves λ.
Observe that P = (Cb ∩ P )Na. By the Mautner phenomenon, see for
instance [60, Chapter 11] for this very classical topic, if ν is eb-invariant,
then ν is Nb-invariant. Therefore as our measure µ
W
X is P -ergodic, the
measure λ must be P ∩ Cb-ergodic.
For a eb-invariant measure ν ∈ Mb(X), define
χν(b) :=
∫
X
c(eb, x) ν(dx).
We claim that if ν is eb-ergodic, then χg∗ν(b) = χν(b) for g ∈ Cb. Indeed,
by Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem for ν a.e. x ∈ X, we have
χν(b) = lim
c(enb, x)
n
and χν∗(b) = lim
c(enb, gx)
n
.
Using the cocycle property and the fact that g commutes with b, we have
lim
c(enb, gx)
n
= lim
c(g, enb(x)) + c(enb, x)− c(g, enb(x))
n
= lim
c(enb, x)
n
so χg∗ν(b) = χν(b) as desired.
Therefore the function ν → χν(b) is P ∩ Cb-invariant, and as λ is P ∩Cb
ergodic, it must be constant. 
Lemma 7.1 will follow immediately from the following, the proof follows
closely the proof of Lemma 6.7.
Lemma 7.3. Suppose µWX is a PW -invariant ergodic measure on X and
a ∈ a such that χW(a) < 0 . Choose χ+ such that χW(a) < χ+ < 0. Then,
for µWX -a.e. x ∈ X, there exists ε = ε(x) > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
log |ena([x− ε, x+ ε])| ≤ χ+.
Proof. Let ν be an ea-ergodic component of µWX . We introduce the family
of functions, for η > 0,
cη(x) = sup
0<|ǫ|<η
log
(
ea(x+ ε)− ea(x)
ε
)
.
Proposition 5.9 shows that those functions belong to L∞(µX) and that they
converges simply to c when η tends to 0. The Lebesgue dominated con-
vergence theorem and Proposition 6.7 show that
∫
X cη(x) ν(dx) →η→0 χ.
Hence there exists η0 > 0 such that∫
X
cη0(x)ν(dx) < χ+.
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The Birkhoff ergodic theorem applied to the L∞(ν)-function x 7→ cη0(e
a, x)
shows that for ν-a.e. x,
1
n
(
cη0(x) + . . . + cη0(e
(n−1)a(x))
)
→
∫
cη0(x) dν < χ+,
so there exists a constant such that for every n ≥ 1
cη0(x) + . . .+ cη0(e
(n−1)a(x)) ≤ C + nχ+.
Take a number 0 < ε < η0. We have
log
(
|ena([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
=
= log
(
|ea([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
+ . . .+ log
(
|ena([x, x+ ε])|
|e(n−1)a([x, x+ ε])|
)
,
so as long as none of the lengths of the intervals
[x, x+ ε], . . . , e(n−1)a([x, x+ ε])
exceed η0, we will get the following bound
log
(
|ena([x, x+ ε])|
ε
)
≤ cη0(x) + . . .+ cη0(e
(n−1)a(x)) ≤ C + nχ+.
or in other words
(16) |ena([x, x+ ε])| ≤ ε exp(C + χ+n).
Because the function n 7→ exp(C + χ+n) tends to 0 at infinity, it is
bounded. It is thus possible to choose ε > 0 so small that the value ε exp(C+
χ+n) is bounded by η0 for every n. By induction, we will then have that
(16) is satisfied for every integer.
Reasoning similarly with a negative ε finishes the proof of the Proposition.

7.2. Global contraction for the central direction in a Weyl cham-
ber. We prove here that the element κWµG ∈ a (which is determined by
the random walk given by µG, see Theorem 3.15) has the global contraction
property with respect to µWX and also that the Lyapunov exponent χW(κ
W
µG
)
is negative.
Lemma 7.4. Let χW : a → R be the Lyapunov functional defined in 7.1
and the Lyapunov exponent χµG with respect to µG defined by 6.6. We have:
χ(κµG) = χµG =
∫
c(g, x) dµX dµG.
In particular, χW ∈ a
∗ is a non-zero linear functional on a and χW(κ
W
µG) < 0
if µX is not G-invariant.
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Proof. For convenience, we will denote κ = κW and κµG = κ
W
µG
.
We have by Proposition and Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem that for µWX a.e.
x ∈ X, χW(κµG) = lim
1
nc(e
nκµG , x). We will therefore show that χµG =
limn→+∞
1
nc(e
nκµG , x) for µWX a.e. x ∈ X.
We first show the following:
Proposition 7.5. For µWX a.e. x ∈ X and Haar ηG a.e. g ∈ G, we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
c(enκµG , gx) = χµG .
Proof. Using the Iwasawa decomposition of G (see subsection 3.1.1), we
write G = NAK and we can suppose that the horospherical unstable sub-
group La coincides withN . Observe that for g = nak, where n, a, k belong to
N,A,K respectively we have that limn→+∞
1
nc(e
nκµG , gx) = lim 1nc(e
nκµG , kx)
and therefore it is enough to prove our assertion for ηK a.e. k ∈ K.
Birkhoff ergodic Theorem applied to the random walk on G (recall that
µX is ergodic) shows that for µ
⊗N∗
G a.e. ω = (g1, g2, ....) we have that for µX
a.e. x ∈ X, denoting as usual ln = gn . . . g1,
lim
n→+∞
1
n
c(ln, x) = χµG .
Combining this fact with propositions 3.15, 3.16 and 3.18, we have that
for Haar ηK a.e. k ∈ K, there exists ω = (g1, g2, ..), such that if we let
ln = k
′(ω, n) exp(κ(ln))k(ω, n),
then k(ω,∞) = k and the following three conditions hold:
(1) limn→+∞
1
nc(ln, x) = χµG
(2) limn→+∞
1
nκ(ln) = κµG
(3) limn→+∞
1
nd(e
nκµGk(ω, n), enκµGk) = 0
By Harnack’s inequality, there exists ξ > 0 such that for any x ∈ X we
have
c(g, x) ≤ ξd(g, e)
so ∣∣c(enκµGk(ω, n), x) − c(enκµGk, x)∣∣ ≤ ξd(enκµGk(ω, n), enκµG k)
Therefore a simple calculation shows that:
lim
n→∞
1
n
c(enκµG , kx) = χµG
as we wanted. Observe that we proved this is true for µX a.e. x ∈ X, but
as µX =
∫
K k∗µ
W
X ηK(dk), this is also true for µ
W
X a.e. x ∈ X.

We can continue with the proof of Lemma 7.4. Recall that CκµG denotes
the centralizer in G and LκµG , NκµG the horospherical stable and unstable
groups defined in 3.2. By Proposition 3.4 the function F : LκµG × CκµG ×
NκµG → G given by F(l, c, n) = lcn is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood
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of the identity in LκµG × CκµG × NκµG onto a neighborhood of G and as
emκµG (lcn) is at bounded distance from emκµG (n) (independent of m > 0),
we can conclude from proposition 7.5 that for µWX a.e. x ∈ X and κNκµG
a.e. n ∈ NκµG we have:
lim
m→∞
1
m
c(emκµG , nx) = χµG
We can now take a measurable partition P of X which is subordinate
to the NκµG -orbits whose existence is given by 2, see 4.2. Recall that the
atoms of Px are Na-plaques for µ
W
X - a.e. x ∈ X and because the measure
µ is NκµG -invariant, the conditional measures µ
P
x in Px coincide with the
normalized Haar κNκµG
measure on Px by Proposition 4.4 (Observe that we
are identifying NκµG with its x-orbit). As limm→∞
1
mc(e
mκµG , nx) = χµG
for n ∈ NκµG , we should have this is also true for µ
W
X -a.e. x ∈ X by
desintegration of measures.

Using a similar argument, we can use the global exponential contraction
property for the action of the random walk on G in Z given by Proposition
6.8 and Theorem 3.18 to prove the following:
Proposition 7.6 (Global contraction for κWµG). The element κ
W
µG ∈ W has
the global contraction with respect to µWX .
7.3. Global contraction in a half-space of a.
Proposition 7.7. Suppose µ is an A-invariant probability measure on X
and let a, b ∈ a. Suppose a has the global contraction property with respect
to µ. If b has the local contraction property with respect to µ, then b has the
global contraction property with respect to µ.
Proof. For every x ∈ X, define the interval in the LX leaf Lx of x by
Sx := {y ∈ Lx | y ≥ x and lim
m→∞
dembLx(e
mb(x), emb(y)) = 0}.
Since a and b commute, and that the family of distances {dL}L leaf of LX
satisfy the Harnack inequality, we have
(17) eaSx = Seax for every x ∈ X.
Consider the measurable function l : X → [0,+∞] defined by l(x) =
mLx(Sx). Since a has the global contraction property, we know that for
µ-a.e. x, either l(x) =∞, or we have
l(enax) = |mLenax(Senax)| = |mLenax(e
na(Sx))| →n→+∞ 0.
Poincare´ recurrence applied to the µ-preserving transformation ea shows
that l takes µ-a.s. the values 0 or ∞. But we know that µ-a.e. l takes
positive value (local contraction property of b wrt µ) so it takes µ-a.e. the
value +∞.
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Reasoning similarly with the sets
{y ∈ Lx | y ≤ x and lim
m→∞
dembLx(e
mb(x), emb(y)) = 0},
we conclude that b has the global contraction property. 
Corollary 7.8. Given a Weyl chamber W, the Lyapunov exponent χW ∈ a
∗
is non zero, and every element a ∈ a lying in the half-space {χW < 0} has
the global contraction with respect to µWX .
Proof. The element κµG ∈ a satisfies χW(κµG) < 0 by Lemma 7.4 and has
the global contraction with respect to µWX by Proposition 7.6. Applying
Proposition 7.7 concludes the proof. 
8. Propagating invariance
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3 in the case where G is simple.
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose Γ is a lattice in a semi-simple real Lie
group G of finite center and rank at least two without compact factors, and
assume Γ is left orderable. So far, we have shown this implies the existence
of a compact space Z with a one-dimensional lamination and a Γ-action
preserving each leaf. As before, we let X be the corresponding suspension
space, which is a G-space and we have constructed an ergodic µG-stationary
measure µX for any choice of a symmetric compactly supported probability
measure µG onG of type (∗). The measure µX is notG-invariant as discussed
in 6.4. We will prove the following:
Theorem 8.1. Under the assumptions above, we have the following:
(1) If G is simple, then µX is G-invariant, obtaining a contradiction.
(2) If G is the almost product of G1, G2, ...Gn simple real Lie groups
with n ≥ 2, then either µX is G-invariant or up to rearranging the
factors, G1 has rank one and µX is Gi-invariant for all i ≥ 2.
Observe that Theorem 8.1 implies our main result (Theorem 1.3) in the
case where G is simple and has finite center. We proceed to give an outline
of the proof of Theorem 8.1:
For any choice of Weyl chamber W and its corresponding minimal par-
abolic subgroup PW , we have a unique PW -invariant probability measure
µWX satisfying µ
W
X =
∫
K k∗µ
W
X dκK . This gives a finite set of measures on
X (depending on a choice of simple roots of the root system of g) and we
will show that some of these probability measures coincide, enabling us to
deduce that µWX is invariant by other parabolic subgroups and having in-
variance by enough of them will guarantee that µWX is G-invariant and that
µWX = µX .
If we let W1,W2 be two Weyl chambers and its corresponding minimal
parabolic subgroups PW1 , PW2 , the probability measures µ
Wi
X are related via
elements of the Weyl group in a very simple way: if k ∈ K is an element in
the Weyl group (an element in NK(a)/ZK(a) as discussed 3.1.2) such that
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kPW1k
−1 = PW2 , then k∗µ
W1
X = µ
W2
X . Observe also that all such measures
on X are A-invariant.
We will show that ifW1 andW2 are adjacent Weyl chambers, then µ
W1
X =
µW2X , provided there exists a singular element a ∈ A in W1 ∩W2 which has
the global contraction property with respect to at least one of the measures
µW1X , µ
W2
X , this is the fundamental lemma which we will prove in the following
section. Using this lemma and moving across Weyl Chambers we will show
that enough of these measures coincide, obtaining Theorem 8.1.
8.1. The fundamental lemma: equality of PW-measures correspond-
ing to adjacent Weyl chambers. Recall that a Weyl chamber W corre-
sponds to a choice Π of simple roots of the root system of g and that two
Weyl chambers are said to be adjacent if the choices of root system Π1,Π2
differ only in one element in the root system. More precisely there exists a
root β such that Π2 = (Π1 \ β) ∪ −β and if we let k be the element of the
Weyl group (as an element of K) corresponding to reflection in the kernel
of β, we have kW1k
−1 =W2 and kPW1k
−1 = PW2 .
Lemma 8.2. LetW1,W2 be two adjacent Weyl chambers, and suppose there
exists a non-zero a ∈ W1 ∩ W2, such that exp a has the global contraction
property with respect to µW1X , then µ
W1
X = µ
W2
X .
Proof. Let k ∈ NK(a)/ZK(a) be the element in the Weyl group correspond-
ing to the reflection on the common wall between W1,W2. Observe that as
a ∈ W1 ∩W2, then k exp(a)k
−1 = exp(a). We have that k∗µ
W1
X = µ
W2
X , and
there is a correspondence between the ergodic decomposition of µW1X and
µW2X , moreover if we let ν be an exp(a)-ergodic component of µ
W1
X , k∗ν is an
exp(a)-ergodic component of µW2X . So to finish the proof the lemma of 8.2,
we only need to show the following:
Proposition 8.3. For a.e. exp(a)-ergodic component ν of µW1X , we have
ν = k∗ν
Before proving the previous proposition, we will need some basic facts:
Proposition 8.4. If ν is a probability measure in X which is invariant by
exp(a) and Na, then for ν a.e. x ∈ X we have: For Haar a.e. n ∈ Na,
the point nx satisfy Birkhoff’s ergodic Theorem for exp(a) and any function
f ∈ L1(X).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Propositions 7.5 and 7.6. One
takes a measurable partition of X subordinate to the Na-orbits and use
the fact that conditional measures with respect to this measurable partition
come from the Haar measure Na. 
Recall that for an element a ∈ a, Na, La denote the horospherical sub-
groups and Ca denotes the centralizer of a. Also, for a closed connected
subgroupH ⊂ G and ǫ > 0, Hǫ denotes the set of h ∈ H with dG(h, 1G) < ǫ.
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Proposition 8.5. There exists ǫ > 0 such that for any a ∈ A, if dG(g, 1G) <
ǫ, there are unique smooth functions N g : N ǫa → Na, L
g : N ǫa → La and
Cg : N ǫa → Ca that satisfy pg = L
g(p)Cg(p)N g(p) for every p ∈ G and Ng is
a diffeomorphism onto its image. Moreover Lg, Cg,N g depend smoothly on
g.
Proof. Recall that by Proposition 3.4 the function F : La × Ca × Na → G
given by F(l, c, n) = lcn is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of the
identity in La×Ca×Na onto a neighborhood of G. Therefore we can define
for g fixed
(Lg(p), Cg(p),N g(p)) := F−1(pg),
this is well defined for p, g close to the identity 1G.
Clearly Lg, Cg,N g depend smoothly on g and moreover if g = 1G, the
identity of G, then N 1G is the identity map and L1G , C1G are the constant
function 1G and so Ng is a diffeomorphism onto its image when g is close to
1G.

We can now begin the proof of our key Proposition 8.2:
Proof. Let f be a continuous function on X. We will show that for any
ǫ > 0, we have ∣∣∣∣
∫
X
fdν −
∫
X
fdk∗ν
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ
and this is enough to show that ν = k∗ν.
Let ǫ2 > 0 to be determined later. If π : X → G/Γ denotes the natural
projection, we have that π∗(ν) = κG/Γ for a.e. ergodic component ν, this
follows from Moore ergodicity Theorem as π∗(µ
W1
X ) = κG/Γ and κG/Γ is
exp(a)-ergodic. Therefore, we can find two points x1, x2 ∈ X which satisfy
Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem for ν, k∗ν respectively and such that if we let
gi = π(xi), then:
(1) For i = 1, 2, dG/Γ(gi, 1G/Γ) < ǫ2 so Proposition 8.5 holds.
(2) By Proposition 8.5, the subset N g1(N ǫ1a )∩N
g2(N ǫ1a ) of Na contains
an open Na-neighborhood of 1G for some ǫ1 > ǫ2 depending on ǫ2
and with limǫ2→0 ǫ1 = 0).
(3) If ǫ1 > 0 is small enough, by Proposition 8.5, both L
g1(N ǫ1a ) and
Cg1(N ǫ1a ) are contained in L
ǫ0/4
a and C
ǫ0/4
a respectively for some ǫ0 >
ǫ1 depending on ǫ1 and with limǫ1→0 ǫ0 = 0).
(4) There exists S ⊂ N ǫ0a of full Haar measure, such that for n ∈ S, the
points nx1, nx2 satisfy Birkhoff’s ergodic Theorem for ν, k∗ν respec-
tively.
(5) x1, x2 are in the same GLX leaf of X. (This follows because x1, kx1
are generic points for ν and k∗ν)
Therefore we can find n1, n2 ∈ S, such that N
g1(n1) = N
g2(n2) by 2) and
4) and such that d(Cg1(n1), C
g2(n2)) < ǫ0/2 by 3). We therefore have n1g1 =
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lcn2g2 for some l ∈ L
ǫ0/2
a and c ∈ C
ǫ0/2
a and as dG/Γ(1G, exp(ma)(lc)) < ǫ0/2
for m sufficiently large, we have
dG/Γ(exp(ma)(n1g1), exp(ma)(n2g2)) < ǫ0/2
for m large enough.
Moreover, using the global contraction property with respect to ν and 5)
we have that for m sufficiently large
dX(exp(ma)(n1x1), exp(ma)(n2x2)) < ǫ0
Given ǫ > 0, by choosing ǫ0 > 0 small enough and using the uniform conti-
nuity of f we can guarantee that |f(exp(ma)(n1x1))−f(exp(ma)(n2x2))| < ǫ
for m sufficiently large, and in particular
lim sup
N→∞
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
m=1
f(exp(ma)(n1x1))−
N∑
m=1
f(exp(ma)(n2x2))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ
As n1x1, n2x2 satisfy Birkhoff’s ergodic Theorem for ν, k∗ν by (4) we con-
clude |
∫
X fdν −
∫
X fdk∗ν| ≤ ǫ and we are done.


8.2. Proof of the theorem in the case where G is simple. We begin
the proof of Theorem 8.1. The following proposition summarizes some of
the properties we have proved in previous sections.
Proposition 8.6. For any choice of Weyl Chamber W (A choice of simple
roots Π in the root system Σ of g) and its corresponding minimal parabolic
group PW , there exists a unique PW -invariant probability measure µ
W
X in X
such that µX =
∫
K k∗µ
PW
X dκK and a unique linear functional χW : a → R
satisfying the following:
(1) If b ∈ a satisfy χW(b) < 0 and Nb ⊂ PW , then b has the global
contraction property with respect to µWX .
(2) There exists a ∈ a which lies in the interior of the Weyl chamber W
such that χW(a) < 0.
(3) For any two choices of Weyl chamber W1,W2, there exists k ∈
NK(a)/ZK(a) such that kPW1k
−1 = PW2 and k∗µ
W1
X = µ
W2
X and
for all a ∈ A, χW2(a) = χW1(kak
−1).
The walls of a Weyl chamber are defined in the following way: A Weyl
chamber is in correspondance with a choice of simple roots Π of the root
system Σ of g. For each λ ∈ Π, there is a corresponding wall defined as
W(λ) := ker(λ) ∩W
We will need the following fact:
Proposition 8.7. For every λ ∈ Π, W(λ) has non-empty interior in kerλ.
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We will denote the interior of a subset C of a topological space by Int(C).
We continue with the proof of Theorem 8.1. Let fix a choice of a Weyl
chamber W of g and Π be its corresponding choice of simple roots.
Proposition 8.8. Suppose that ker(χW)∩ Int(W) = ∅ and for every λ ∈ Π,
the intersection ker(χW) ∩ Int(W(λ)) = ∅, then µ
W
X is G-invariant.
Proof. By Proposition 8.6, there exists a ∈ W such that χW(a) < 0, from
our hypothesis this must be true also for every a in the interior of any wall
of the Weyl chamber. Let β ∈ Π and choose a ∈ Int(Wβ). Observe that
Na ⊂ PW , moreover the lie algebra of Na is given by na = ⊕λgλ where λ
varies over all roots which are positive sum of the roots in Π \ {β}.
Let kβ ∈ NK(a)/ZK(a) corresponding to the reflection in the hyperplane
ker(β) and let Wβ be the Weyl chamber adjacent to W with common wall
ker β. We have that PWβ = kβPWk
−1
β . Observe that Na = kβNak
−1
β (this
can be seen from the description of the Lie algebra of Na) and also that
kβ exp(a)k
−1
β = exp(a).
Therefore µWX and µ
Wβ
X are Na-invariant probability measures on X and
exp(a) satisfy the global contraction property with respect to both mea-
sures. By Lemma 8.2, µWX = µ
Wβ
X . This in particular implies that if we let
Uβ be the unipotent subgroup of G whose lie algebra correspond to the lie
subalgebra gβ ⊕ g2β, then µ
PW
X is both U
β and U−β invariant as Uβ ⊂ PW
and U−β ⊂ PWβ and this is true for every β ∈ Π.
It is easy to see that G is generated by the subgroups Uβ and U−β where
β varies over all β ∈ Π, this follows from the fact that roots are positive or
negative sums of Π and [gα, gγ ] ⊂ gα+γ , see Theorem 3.1. Therefore µ
W
X is
G-invariant.

We will need the following basic fact about Weyl chambers:
Proposition 8.9. For χ 6= 0 ∈ a∗, there exists a Weyl chamber W ′ satisfy
Int(W ′) ⊂ {a ∈ a | χ(a) < 0}.
The following is a more general version of Proposition 8.8.
Proposition 8.10. If χW 6= cα for every α ∈ Σ and c 6= 0, then µ
W
X is
G-invariant.
Proof. Set H := {a ∈ W | χW(a) < 0}. By Proposition 8.9 there exists
a Weyl Chamber W ′ satisfy Int(W) ⊂ H. We will show that µWX = µ
W ′
X .
We know from Proposition 8.6 there exists some a0 ∈ W with χW(a0) < 0.
We will move along adjacent Weyl chambers intersecting H from W to W ′
showing that the corresponding probability measures for each of the Weyl
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chambers must coincide, the equality of these is shown via Proposition 8.2 in
the same way we proved Proposition 8.8. The formal proof goes as follows:
We choose a1 ∈ Int(W
′) and a smooth path a(t) : [0, 1]→ a such that:
(1) a(0) = a0, a(1) = a1 and a(t) ∈ H for all t ∈ [0, 1].
(2) For all λ ∈ Σ, a(t) intersects transversely each hyperplane ker(λ)
and the number of such intersections is finite.
(3) For all α, β ∈ Σ, which are not proportional, a(t) is disjoint from
ker(α) ∩ ker(β).
The existence of such path follows easily because the intersections ker(α)∩
ker(β) have codimension 2 in H. We will show the following statement:
Proposition 8.11. For every t ∈ [0, 1], if a(t) belongs to the interior of a
Weyl chamber Wt then, µ
Wt
X = µ
W
X .
Proof. This statement is clearly true for t = 0. If the statement is true for
t ∈ [0, 1] such that a(t) is in the interior of a Weyl chamber, then it is obvi-
ously true as we increase t until a(t) intersects a wall of the Weyl chamber.
So we only need to show that after crossing any such wall our statement
remains true, more precisely, suppose that a(t) ∈ ker(β) for some β ∈ Σ and
that there exists ǫ > 0 such that a(s) is contained in a Weyl chamber W1
for t− ǫ ≤ s ≤ t and a(s) ⊂ W2 for t ≤ s ≤ t+ ǫ; we have that µ
Wt−ǫ
X = µ
W
X
by hypothesis and we want to show that µ
Wt−ǫ
X = µ
Wt+ǫ
X .
If we let kβ ∈ NK(a)/ZK(a) be the element of the Weyl group correspond-
ing to the reflection in the hyperplane ker(β) we have PWt+ǫ = kβPWt−ǫk
−1
β .
Observe that a(t) satisfies the global contraction property with respect to
µ
Wt−ǫ
X because µ
Wt−ǫ
X = µ
W
X and so χWt−ǫ(a(t)) = χW(a(t)). By Proposition
8.2, µ
Wt−ǫ
X = µ
Wt+ǫ
X and we are done.

We continue with the proof of Proposition 8.10. We have by the previous
proposition that µWX = µ
W ′
X and therefore χW ′ = χW (by the uniqueness of
the exponents). Observe that kerχW ′ ∩ Int(W
′) = ∅ by construction and
moreover ker(χW ′)∩ Int(W
′(λ)) = ∅ for every λ ∈ Σ because ker(χW ′) 6= cλ
for every λ ∈ Σ by hypothesis. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 8.8 to
conclude that µW
′
X is G-invariant.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 8.1 we only need to show the following:
Proposition 8.12. If χW = cα for some c 6= 0 and some α ∈ Σ, then one
of the following holds:
(1) µWX is G-invariant.
(2) G is an almost product of at least two simple Lie groups, and µWX is
invariant by all the factors of G perhaps except for one simple factor
H with Rank(H) = 1.
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In particular, if G is simple then µWX is G-invariant.
Proof. As before, let Π be the choice of simple roots determining W, for a
root λ ∈ Σ and let Uλ be the unipotent subgroup corresponding to the Lie
sub-algebras gλ ⊕ g2λ. From the proof of Proposition 8.8, it follows that if
β is a simple root in Π which is not proportional to α, then µWX is invariant
by Uβ and U−β.
We let
h := g−2α ⊕ g−α ⊕ gα ⊕ g2α ⊕ [g−α, gα]⊕ [g−2α, g2α]
Proposition 8.13. h is an ideal of g which as a real Lie subalgebra has
rank equal to one.
Proof. One can prove using the fact that [gβ, gγ ] ⊂ gβ+γ and the Jacobi
identity that h is a Lie subalgebra.
We will show that for every β ∈ Π not equal to α, we have (α, β) = 0,
where the inner product (, ) comes via identifying a and a∗ via the killing
form. From the proof of Proposition 8.8, it follows that if β 6= cα is a
simple root in Π, and if we let kβ ∈ K be the element of the Weyl group
corresponding to the reflection in ker(β), then µWX = µ
W ′
X where W
′ :=
kβWk
−1
β .
Therefore χW(a) = χP (kβak
−1
β ) for all a ∈ a and kerχW is invariant by
the reflection on ker β. The only way this can happen is if either χW is
proportional to β (which can’t happen because α is not proportional to β)
or if ker(χW) contains the one dimensional subspace which is invariant under
the involution; this subspace is spanned by Hβ, the element of a which is
dual to β via B(Hβ, .) = β(.).
Therefore we have that
(β, α) = B(Hα,Hβ) = α(Hβ) = 0,
where the last equality comes from α being proportional to χW .
This implies in particular that for every root β in Π different of α, α+ β
is not a root of Σ, because otherwise (α,α + β) = (α,α) 6= 0 and therefore
we have [gα, gβ ] ⊂ gα+β = {0} and so [gα, gβ ] = {0}.
As a consequence, because every root λ ∈ Σ is a sum of positive or
negative roots of Π, then for every root of Σ which is not proportional to α we
have [gβ, gkα] = 0 for every integer k 6= 0. We also have that [g0, gkα] ⊂ gkα,
and from the Jacobi identity one can show that [g0, [g−kα, gkα]] ⊂ [g−kα, gkα]
which concludes the proof that h is an ideal.
It remains to show that rank h is equal to one. Observe that Hα is con-
tained in [g−α, gα], by 3.2, and that h is invariant by the Cartan involution
by 3.1. Therefore it remains to show that g0 ∩ a has dimension one. If X,Y
are in g−α and gα (or g−2α and g2α) then for every H ∈ a, we have
B([X,Y ],H) = B(X, [Y,H]) = B(X,α(H)Y ) = B(X,Y )α(H)
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and from this it follows that the subspace [g−α, gα]∩ a (or [g−2α, g2α]∩ a) is
equal to the one dimensional subspace determined by Hα.

Therefore h is the lie algebra corresponding to a simple factor H of G of
rank one. Also, as g is semisimple, we must have a decomposition g = h⊕ l
where l is the Lie algebra of a semisimple normal subgroup L of G and one
can show easily that Π′ = Π \ {α} is a choice of simple roots for l∩ a. From
the proof of Proposition 8.8, it follows that for every β ∈ Π′, the measure
µWX on X is invariant by U
β and U−β and as L is generated by all these
subgroups µWX is L-invariant and we are done.

9. The semi-simple case
In this section, we prove that the second case in Theorem 8.1 leads to a
contradiction, hence ending the proof that an irreducible lattice in a semi-
simple Lie group with finite center is not left-orderable. Notice that, up
to taking a finite cover, we can assume that G is the direct product G1 ×
G2 . . . × Gn, n ≥ 2, and that the measure µX is invariant by the action of
G2 × . . .×Gn.
9.1. Controlling displacements along sequences. Recall that we have
a family of leafwise distances {dg}g∈G on LZ defined in the following way:
for two points x, y belonging to a same leaf L of LZ , we set
dg(x, y) :=
∣∣∣∣
∫ y
x
D˜LZ (g, z) µL(dz)
∣∣∣∣ .
Lemma 9.1. The map g ∈ G 7→ dg only depends on the coordinates g1.
Proof. Item (14) in Lemma 6.4 implies that for µX-a.e. x, the function
DLX (·, x) only depends on the g1-coordinate. In particular, for x ∈ Z
belonging to a set of µZ total measure the function g 7→ D˜LZ (g, x) only
depends on the g1-coordinate. Hence, for a set of leaves whose union has
total µZ -measure, we have that given two points x, y in a leaf L of that set,
the function g ∈ G 7→ dgL(x, y) ∈ [0,∞) depends only on the g1-coordinate.
The claim is a consequence of the fact that the family of leafwise distances
dg = {dgL}L leaf of LZ is continuous, and by minimality of LZ . 
We denote by dS1 the distance on the symmetric space S1 = K1\G1
associated to G1, where K1 is the maximal compact subgroup of G1, and
by ξ1 = ξ(G1) the constant given by Theorem 3.13. Note that G1 acts on
its symmetric space by g1(Kh1) = Kh1g
−1
1 .
We also denote by p1 : G → G1 the projection p1(g1, . . . , gn) = g1, and
for q = K1g1 ∈ S1, we set d
q = d(g1,g2,...,gn) for any choices of g2, . . . , gn.
This is well-defined thanks to Lemma 9.1.
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Lemma 9.2. For every q ∈ S1, every γ ∈ Γ acts on each leaf L of LZ equiped
with its distance dqL as a e
ξ1dS1 (q,p1(γ)(q))-bi-Lipschitz map. In particular, γ
acts as a genuine translation along the leaf L of Z equiped with the distance
dq if q is a fixed point of p1(γ).
Proof. Harnack inequality 3.13 applied to the positive harmonic function
q ∈ S1 7→ d
q
L ∈ Prob(Z) shows that given any pair of points q, q
′ ∈ K\G,
and any leaf L of LZ , we have
(18) e−ξ1dS1(q,q
′)dq
′
L ≤ d
q
L ≤ e
ξ1dS1(q,q
′)dq
′
L .
Take q′ = p1(γ)(q). Letting g = (g1, e, . . . , e), and g
′ = gγ−1, we have
g1 = p1(g
′). Equation (11) shows that for every leaf L of LZ and every pair
of points x, y ∈ L, we have
dq
′
γL(γx, γy) = d
g′
γL(γx, γy) = d
g
L(x, y) = d
q
L(x, y).
Together with (18), this proves the Lemma. 
Definition 9.3 (Displacement). The displacement of an element γ ∈ Γ with
respect to a continuous leafwise family of distances d = {dL}L leaf of LZ on
LZ is defined as
δd(γ) := sup
z∈Z
dLz(z, γ(z)).
Unless specified, we choose the distance d := de to measure the displacement
of an element of Γ.
The following result is the main first step in order to establish Theorem
1.3 in the case where G is semi-simple.
Lemma 9.4. There exists a neighborhood of the identity in G1 and a con-
stant l > 0, such that any element in this neighborhood is a limit limn p1(γn),
where γn is a sequence of elements of Γ whose displacements along the leaves
of the lamination LZ is uniformly bounded by l.
Proof. The proof is divided into two cases, that embrace all the possibilities.
First case: there exists a non trivial element γ ∈ Γ such that p1(γ) fixes a
point q in the symmetric space S1. The existence of such an element can be
established if g1 is isomorphic to sl(2,R).
If g1 is isomorphic to sl(2,R), the set of non trivial elements in G1 having
a fixed point in K1\G1 form an open set, so there is such an element in the
image of p1(Γ) since this latter is dense in G1.
Let us now prove that under the existence of such an element γ ∈ Γ,
Lemma 9.4 is true. Up to conjugating we can assume that q is the base
point of the symmetric space S1, namely that q = K1 ∈ K1\G1.
It suffices to prove that there exists a (non trivial) one parameter subgroup
{Mt}t∈R of G1 and two positive constants ε, l > 0, such that any Mt with
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|t| ≤ ε is a limit Mt = limn p1(γn), where γn is a sequence of elements of Γ
whose displacements along the leaves of LZ is bounded by l.
Let ηn ∈ Γ be a sequence so that p1(ηn) is a o(1/n)-approximation of an
element of the form ea/n with a ∈ a1, satisfying Ad(p1(γ))a 6= a. We then
have that dG1(p1(ηn), 1) and dS1(p1(γ)p1(ηn)(q), p1(ηn)q) have the order of
magnitude of 1/n up to multiplicative constants.
By Lemma 9.2, the element γ acts as a translation along the leaves of the
lamination LZ equiped with the distance d
q, and with respect to that dis-
tance the elements ηn are exp(ξ1dG1(p1(ηn), 1))-bilipschitz maps along each
leaf of LZ . Hence, the commutator [ηn, γ] = ηnγη
−1
n γ
−1 has a displacement
bounded by
δdq ([ηn, γ]) ≤ (e
ξ1dG1 (p1(ηn),1) − 1)δdq (γ) = O(1/n).
Notice that dG1(p1([ηn, γ)]), 1) has the order of magnitude (up to mul-
tiplicative constants) of 1/n. Indeed, we have p1([ηn, γ)]) ∼n→∞
1
n(a −
Ad(γ)a) and Ad(γ)a − a 6= 0. Hence we can write p1([ηn, γ]) = exp(vn/n)
where vn ∈ g1 has a norm bounded from above and below by positive con-
stants. Up to extracting a subsequence, we can assume that vn converges
to some non zero v ∈ g1.
For any |t| ≤ 1, we have
p1
(
[ηn, γ]
⌊nt⌋
)
= exp(tvn)→n→∞ exp(tv),
and
δdq ([ηn, γ]
⌊nt⌋) ≤ tnδdq ([ηn, γ]) ≤ O(1).
This ends the proof of the Lemma in this case.
Second case: the commutator group [K1,K1] has positive dimension (We
recall that the commutator subgroup of a compact Lie group is closed). In the
class of rank one simple Lie groups with finite center, all have this property
apart those locally isomorphic to SL(2,R).
The following statement explains that all rank one simple Lie groups
apart from those locally isomorphic to SL(2,R) satisfy the assumption of
the second case.
Proposition 9.5. If G is a real simple Lie group with finite center of rank
one and K is the maximal connected compact subgroup of G, then either:
(1) The Lie algebra of G is sl(2,R) and [K,K] is trivial.
(2) [K,K] is a non-trivial connected Lie subgroup of K.
Proof. This is a consequence of the classification of real rank one simple
Lie groups, see [43, Appendix C.3]. We can assume G has trivial center by
taking a finite quotient and then we have the following possibilities:
(1) If G = SO0(n, 1), n > 2, then [K,K] = K = SO0(n).
(2) If G = SU(n, 1), n > 1, then K = S(U(n) × U(1)) and [K,K] =
SU(n).
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(3) If G = Sp(n, 1), then [K,K] = K = Sp(n).
(4) If G = F−204 , then [K,K] = K = Spin(9).

Now let us prove that if [K1,K1] has positive dimension, then Lemma
9.4 is true. We will use exponential approximation of elements of G1 by
elements of p1(Γ), essentially due to the work [14], and prove the following
result, which easily implies Lemma 9.4 as we will see.
Lemma 9.6. For every g, g′ ∈ K1, there exists a sequence γn ∈ Γ such that
p1(γn)→ [g, g
′], and such that δ(γn)→ 0.
Proof. We recall the following definitions.
Definition 9.7. Let Γ be a finitely generated group and S a generating set
of Γ. For g ∈ Γ, lS(g) denotes the word length of g ∈ Γ with respect to S,
that is, lS(g) is the smallest positive integer n such that g is a product of n
elements of S.
Definition 9.8. Let G be a connected simple real Lie group. Denote by g
the Lie algebra of G and by Ad : G→ GL(g) its adjoint representation. We
say that a subgroup Γ has algebraic entries if there is a basis B of g such
that the matrix of Ad(g) in the basis B has algebraic entries for any g ∈ Γ.
Definition 9.9. To avoid cumbersome notation in the proof of Proposition
9.10, we let dG(, ) denote a left-invariant Riemannian metric in G and not a
right-invariant as in the rest of the article. We also let B(g, r) denote a ball
with center g ∈ G and radius r ≥ 0. For a subset B of G, let 1B(.) be the
characteristic function of B.
Proposition 9.10. Suppose G is a connected real simple Lie group and Γ
is a dense finitely generated subgroup of G with algebraic entries. Let B be
a bounded open subset of G. Then, there exists δ > 0 and a finite generating
set S of Γ such that for any g ∈ B and any positive integer n, there exists
gn ∈ Γ with:
(1) lS(gn) < n.
(2) dG(g, gn) < e
−δn.
Remark 9.11. Proposition 9.10 is an easy corollary from Corollary H in
[14], where the authors generalized the work of Bourgain and Gamburd [12]
in the spectral gap for finitely generated subgroups of SU(2) to the setting
of a non-compact simple Lie group. We should point out that we do not
need the full strength of [14] results and for us an approximation of the order
of o(n−1) for some ǫ > 0 would suffice (instead of an exponentially small
approximation).
Proof of Proposition 9.10. In [14], they consider the (delayed) random walk
in B defined by a finite set S = {s1, . . . sk} of Γ as follows: Given x ∈ B
move with probability 1k to each of the points h1(x), h2(x), . . . , hk(x), where
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hi = si if si(x) ∈ B, and hi = e, if gi(x) 6∈ B.
There is an associated transition operator PS : L
2(B)→ L2(B) given by
PS(f) :=
1
k
k∑
i=1
1si(B)∩B f ◦ si + 1B\Si(B) f.
It is proved in [14] that there exists a choice of a symmetric generating
set S of Γ such that PS has a spectral gap in L
2
0(B), i.e. there exists δ > 0
such that for any f ∈ L20(B), ‖PS(f)‖L2(B) ≤ e
−δ‖f‖L2(B).
Our desired result then holds by taking a constant D > 0 such that
(19) ηG(B(e, e
−δn/D)) > e−nδ,
considering the functions
f1 := 1B(g,e−δn/D) −
ηG(B(g, e
−δn/D))
ηG(B)
,
f2 := 1B(e,e−δn/D) −
ηG(B(e, e
−δn/D))
ηG(B)
which lie in L20(B) and satisfy ‖f1‖, ‖f2‖ ≤ 1 and observing two facts: First,
the spectral gap of PS implies
(20) |〈PnS (f1), P
n
S (f2)〉| ≤ e
−2δn‖f1‖‖f2‖ ≤ e
−2δn/D
and second, if for any h1, h2 ∈ Γ with lS(h1), lS(h2) ≤ n we have h1(B(g, e
−δn/D))∩
h2(B(e, e
−δn/D)) = ∅, then
|〈PnS (f), P
n
S (g)〉| = ηG(B(e, e
−δn/D))2
by an easy computation. Therefore, this last inequality cannot hold because
of (19) and (20) and so h1(B(g, e
−δn/D)) ∩ h2(B(e, e
−δn/D)) = ∅ for some
h1, h2 ∈ Γ with lS(h1), lS(h2) ≤ n, which implies that h
−1
1 h2 ∈ Γ is at
distance at most 2e−δn/D of g.

Let us now conclude the proof of Lemma 9.6. Take two points g, g′ ∈ K1,
and let γn, γ
′
n ∈ Γ two sequences of elements such that
dG(γn, g) = O(e
−δn), lS(γn) = O(n) and dG(γ
′
n, g
′) = O(e−δn), lS(γ
′
n) = O(n).
In particular, we have, denoting q = K1 ∈ K1\G1, that
dS1(γnq, q) = O(e
−δn) and dS1(γ
′
nq, q) = O(e
−δn)
and this implies that γn and γ
′
n are (1 +O(e
−δn))-bilipschitz along each LZ
leaf equiped with the metric d = dq. The bound on the translation length
of γn and γ
′
n implies that their displacements is at most linear
δq(γn) = O(n) and δq(γ
′
n) = O(n).
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Proposition 9.12. Let h, h′ ∈ Homeo+(R) two bi-Lipschitz homeomor-
phisms of bounded displacements. Then, denoting by ξ ≥ 1 (resp. δ ≥
0) a common Lipschitz constant (resp. bound for the displacement) for
{h, h′, h−1, (h′)−1}, the displacement of the commutator [h, h′] is bounded
by 2(ξ − 1)δ.
Proof. Given y, z ∈ R, we have
|(z − y)− (h(z) − h(y))| ≤ (ξ − 1)|z − y|,
and the similar inequality for {h′, h−1, (h′)−1}. For every x ∈ R, we then
have
|(h−1(h′)−1(x)− (h′)−1(x))− (h′h−1(h′)−1(x)− x)| ≤ (ξ − 1)δ.
Moreover,
|(h−1(h′)−1(x)−h′h−1(h′)−1(x))− ((h′)−1(x)−hh′h−1(h′)−1(x))| ≤ (ξ−1)δ
so summing these two inequalities and using triangular inequality we get
|hh′h−1(h′)−1(x)− x| ≤ 2(ξ − 1)δ,
and the result follows. 
From Proposition 9.12, we deduce that
δ([γn, γ
′
n]) ≤ O(ne
−δn),
while p1([γn, γ
′
n])→ [g, g
′]. Hence, Lemma 9.6 is proved. 
To conclude the proof of Lemma 9.4 in the second case, notice that the
subset H ⊂ G1 consisting of elements g1 ∈ G1 such that
(21) there exists a sequence γn ∈ Γ such that p1(γn)→ g1 and δ(γn)→ 0
is a closed subgroup of G1 (by subadditivity of the displacement function).
Moreover, it is normalized by the lattice Γ.
Lemma 9.6 shows that commutators [g, g′] with g, g′ ∈ K belong to H.
Hence [K1,K1] ⊂ H, and this latter is a closed subgroup of positive dimen-
sion. Its Lie algebra is invariant by Γ, hence by G1 since Γ is a lattice.
Because G1 is a simple connected Lie group, we conclude that H = G1.
Thus, every element of G1 satisfies (21), and we are done.

9.2. Transportation of measures along a flow. In the sequel we will
discuss a notion of transportation of measures along the trajectories of a
flow. Our point of view is based on Kantorovich’s theory.
Definition 9.13. Given a pair of probability measuresm1,m2 on a compact
space Z equiped with a free flow T = {T t}t∈R, and a non negative number
L, we will say that m1 can be L-transported along the flow T to m2 if
there exists a probability measure M on the space Z × z whose support is
contained in the closed subset
(22) ∆L := {(x1, x2) ∈ Z × Z : ∃l ∈ [−L,L] such that x2 = T
l(x1)},
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and such that mi = (pri)∗M for i = 1, 2, where pri(x1, x2) = xi.
Equivalently, by desintegrating M along the fibers of the projection pr1 :
∆L → Z, m1 can be L-transported to m2 along the flow T iff there exists
a measurable family of probability measures {px11,2} on Z defined for m1-a.e.
x1 ∈ Z, the support of p
x1
1,2 being contained in the interval T
[−L,L](x1), and
such that
m2 =
∫
px11,2 m1(dx1).
Proposition 9.14. The following properties are satisfied:
(1) (symmetry) if m1 can be L-transported to m2, then m2 can be L-
transported to m1 as well,
(2) (closedness) the set of pairs of probability measures {m1,m2} on Z
that can be L-transported to each other is closed in the weak topology.
(3) (linear combination) if (P,mP ) is a probability space, and p ∈ P 7→
mp ∈ Prob(Z) is a measurable family of probability measures on
Z that can be L-transported to the measure m, so is the measure∫
P mp mP (dp).
(4) (transitivity) given three probability measures m1,m2,m3 on Z, if
m1 can be L1-transported to m2, and m2 can be L2-transported to
m3, then m1 can be (L1 + L2)-transported to m3.
Proof. The first point is a consequence of the fact that the set ∆L is invariant
by the involution (x1, x2) 7→ (x2, x1).
The second a consequence of the fact that ∆L is closed in Z × Z.
The third point is immediate if P is finite. If P is infinite, use the law of
large numbers which shows that∫
mp mP (dp) = lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
1≤k≤n
mpk for m
N∗
P -a.e. sequence (pn)n ∈ P
N∗ ,
and conclude using the second point.
For the fourth point, denote by {px11,2}x1∈Z (resp. {p
x2
2,3}x2∈Z) a measurable
family of probability measures defined for m1-a.e. x1 ∈ Z (resp. m2-a.e.
x2 ∈ Z), whose support are contained in T
[−L1,L1](x1) (resp. T
[−L2,L2](x2)
) and such that∫
px11,2 m1(dx1) = m2 (resp.
∫
px22,3 m2(dx2) = m3).
In particular we have that for m1-a.e. x1 ∈ Z, p
x1
1,2-a.e. x2 ∈ Z the measure
px22,3 is well-defined, and that denoting p
x1
1,3 =
∫
Z p
x2
2,3 p
x1
1,2(dx2), we have
m3 =
∫
px22,3 m2(dx2) =
∫ (∫
px22,3 p
x1
1,2(dx2)
)
m1(dx1) =
∫
px11,3 dm1(dx1).
Hence, the fourth point follows from the fact that for m1-a.e. x1, the prob-
ability measure px11,3 is supported on the interval T
L1+L2(x1). 
For the next proposition, let us introduce the following concept.
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Definition 9.15 (Length of a flow box). A flow box B of the translation flow
is said of length at least α if the connected components of the intersection
of B with the T -trajectories are intervals of length bounded from below by
α. The following claim will be interesting for long flow boxes, namely in the
regime Lα = o(1).
Proposition 9.16. Assume T is free. Let m1 be a probability measure on
Z which is T -invariant, and let m2 be a probability measure on Z which is
L-transported from m1. Then for every flow box B of length bounded from
below by α and of positive m1-measure, we have∣∣∣∣m2(B)m1(B) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Lα.
Proof. Introduce the two sets
BL :=
⋃
|l|≤L
T l(B) and B−L :=
⋂
|l|≤L
T l(B).
Let M be a probability measure supported on ∆L which is such that
(pri)∗(M) = mi for i = 1, 2. Since pr
−1
1 (B
−L)) ⊂ pr−12 (B) ⊂ pr
−1
1 (B
L), we
have
m1(B
−L) =M(pr−11 (B
−L)) ≤M(pr−12 (B)) =
= m2(B) ≤M(pr
−1
1 (B
L)) = m1(B
L).
Now, the measure m1 being invariant by T , and the length of B being
bounded from below by α, we get the two inequalities∣∣∣∣m1(B±L)m1(B) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Lα,
and Proposition 9.16 follows. 
9.3. The contradiction. Recall that for every g ∈ G we define the mea-
sure µgZ := D˜LZ (g, ·)µZ , and that a lift of µX to G × Z is given by µ˜X =∫
δg ⊗ µ
g
Z ηG(dg) (see section 5.3.4). In particular, the family g 7→ µ
g
Z only
depends on the g1-coordinate as well; we will then denote in the sequel
µg1Z = µ
(g1,...,gn)
Z .
Lemma 9.17. The bounded function g1 ∈ G1 7→ µ
g1
Z ∈ Prob(Z) is left µG1-
harmonic for any measure µG1 of type (∗) on G1. In particular, there exists
a measurable family {µζ1Z }ζ1∈B(G1) of measures on the almost-periodic space
Z such that
(23) µg1Z =
∫
ζ1∈B(G1)
µζ1Z µ
g1
B(G1)
(dζ1)
where µg1B(G1) is the harmonic measure on B(G1) from the point g1.
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Proof. The first part of the Lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem
3.10 applied to the bounded function (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ G1 × . . . ×Gn 7→ µ
g1
Z ∈
Prob(Z). The second part is a formulation of the Poisson formula due to
Furstenberg, see the discussion after Theorem 3.9. 
Proposition 9.18. There exists L ≥ 0 such that for Lebesgue a.e. pair
(ζ1, ζ2) ∈ B(G1), the measure µ
ζ1
Z can be L-transported to µ
ζ2
Z .
Proof. First notice that there exists an integer p such that the p-th power
of the neighborhood constructed in Lemma 9.4 contains the compact group
K1. In particular, we infer that with L = pl, any element of K1 is a limit
limn p2(γn), where γn is a sequence of elements of Γ whose displacements
along the leaves of the lamination LZ has a modulus uniformly bounded by
L.
Fix ε > 0. Lusin’s theorem furnishes a measurable subset E ⊂ B(G1)
whose µeB(G1)-measure (the unique probability measure on B(G1) invariant
under the group K1) is at least 1 − ε and such that the restriction of the
measurable equivariant map ζ1 7→ µ
ζ1
Z to E is continuous (with the induced
topology). This means that if ζn → ζ, with ζn ∈ E for each n and ζ ∈ E,
then µζnZ → µ
ζ
Z).
Fix k ∈ K1 and let (γn)n be the sequence in Γ whose displacements along
LZ is uniformly bounded by L and such that p2(γn) converges to k. Given
ζ1, ζ2 ∈ B(G1) such that k(ζ1) = ζ2, suppose that γn(ζ1) belongs to E for an
infinite number of n’s. Since the displacement of γn is uniformly bounded by
L, one can L-transport the measure µζ1Z to the measure (γn)∗µ
ζ1
Z = µ
γn(ζ1)
Z .
Since µ
γn(ζ1)
Z converges to µ
ζ2
Z along the subsequence of n’s such that γn(ζ1)
belongs to E, we can L-transport the measure µζ1Z to the measure µ
ζ2
Z .
The set of ζ1’s in B(G1) which are such that γn(ζ1) belongs to E for
an infinite number of n’s is the complementary of
⋃
N∈NGN with GN =⋂
n≥N γ
−1
n E
c. We have G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ . . . and each GN has µ
e
B(G1)
-measure
bounded by the one of γ−1N E
c, namely by ε. In particular, the measure of⋃
N GN is bounded by ε as well. As a conclusion, we have proved that apart
from a set of ζ’s of µeB(G1)-measure bounded by ε, the measures µ
ζ1
Z and µ
ζ1
Z
can be L-transported to each other, for ζ2 = k(ζ1).
This being valid for every k ∈ K1 and every ε > 0, The proposition
follows. 
The basic properties of L-transportation stated in Proposition 9.14, Propo-
sition 9.18, and equation (23) show that for every couple of points g1, g2 ∈ G,
the measure µg1Z can be L-transported to µ
g2
Z , where L is the constant ap-
pearing in 9.18.
We choose g1 = e and g2 = γ
−1 for γ ∈ Γ to be chosen later on, and
denote m1 = µ
g1
Z and m2 = µ
g2
Z = γ∗m1. The measure m1 is invariant
by the translation flow T , and can be L-transported to any of its images
m2 = γ∗m1, γ ∈ Γ.
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Now take any large number α, and x ∈ Z a point in the support of m1.
By the global contraction property, there exists an element γ ∈ Γ which
is such that γ−1(T [x−α,x+α](x)) is a piece of trajectory of length bounded
from above by 1. By continuity, there exists a flow box B of length at
least α containing T [x−α,x+α](x), such that γ−1(B) has length bounded from
above by 2 (namely the component of the intersection of the trajectories
with γ−1(B) have a length bounded by 2 in the time parametrization). In
particular, we have
m2(B)
m1(B)
=
m1(γ
−1(B))
m1(B)
≤
2
α
and this contradicts Proposition 9.16 if α is chosen sufficiently large since
m1 can be L-transported to m2.
This contradiction concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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